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     This is a large, complex project with several developers and numerous consultants, and thus the attached Statement of 
Justification should be read in full to understand the description of the project and the design concept.  In summary, Columbia 
Realty Venture LLC ("Columbia Realty"), Wisconsin Avenue Properties LLC ("WAP-FP"), and Wisconsin Columbia Venture LLC 
(the "Joint Venture") (collectively, the "Applicants") have submitted a Sketch Plan application for: (i) 7121 Wisconsin Avenue, 
7155 Wisconsin Avenue (the "Farm Women's Cooperative Market"), 7106 46th Street ("Parking Lot 24"), and 4600 Leland Street 
("Parking Lot 10") (collectively, the "East Side Properties"); and (ii) 7126 and 7140 Wisconsin Avenue, and 4705 Miller Avenue 
(collectively, the "West Side Properties"). The Sketch Plan proposes two alternate design approaches for the redevelopment of the 
East Side Properties, one of which includes Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10 ("Option A"), and one of which does not ("Option 
B"). However, both Options retain the Farm Women's Cooperative Market as the designated historic resource it is, while at the 
same time including changes to revitalize the site and recontextualize it as the centerpiece of a broader, comprehensive mixed-use 
development.  
 
     Under both Options, the West Side Properties are proposed for up to 260 multi-family residential units and up to 7,500 square 
feet of non-residential uses. For the East Side Properties, Option A proposes up to 360 multi-family residential units (including 342 
multi-family units on 7121 Wisconsin Avenue and Parking Lot 24 and 18 townhouse units on Parking Lot 10), up to 35,000 
square feet of non-residential uses (including ground-floor retail in the new multi-family building, a stand-alone retail pavilion, and 
approximately 4,200 square feet of retail floor area in the Farm Women's Cooperative Market building).  In addition, existing 
parking spaces on Parking Lots 24 and 10 would be relocated into an underground garage that would span the site, so as to 
accommodate new parks and neighborhood greens. Under Option B, up to 230 multi-family residential units and up to 5,000 
square feet of non-residential uses are proposed on the East Side Properties, with no redevelopment of Parking Lots 24 and 10.  
 
     Revisions have been made to the projects proposed for both the West Side and East Side Properties since the teams presented 
to the Design Advisory Panel at the time of Concept Plan in May 2018. These revisions are discussed in full in the attached 
Statement of Justification but, briefly, include the following: (1) cantilevers have been removed on both projects; (2) for the West 
Side Properties, the height of the base has been increased and solidified with stepbacks above, and the massing above the base 
has been refined to create greater visual interest; and (3) for the East Side Properties, there is increased tower separation from the 
adjacent existing building, additional articulation has been added to the building façade to emphasize the Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market building, and activation has been provided at the rear of the building to respond to the potential future park on 
Parking Lot 24. 
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     The West Side Properties and the East Side Properties are each requesting approval of 10 public benefit points in the exceptional design category 
for their respective projects, which will be subject to separate Preliminary and Site Plans as explained in the attached Statement of Justification. In 
brief, the Sketch Plan proposes two coordinated design alternatives - Option A and Option B - that both propose to revitalize the Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market and transform it into the centerpiece of a broader comprehensive mixed-use setting, creating the "civic green"-like open space 
envisioned by the Sector Plan. Under both Options, redevelopment of the West Side Properties is considered in its larger context, with direct 
acknowledgment of the revitalized Farm Women's Cooperative Market, which will be a great new urban destination for Bethesda and for the region. A 
five-story base will create a continuous street edge at a comfortable pedestrian scale along the street frontages, responding to the tree canopy 
height and maintaining the character of the neighboring small-scale retail streets. The ground floor will primarily contain retail program, 
strengthening the street activity in the area. Connection to green space will also be a key component to the building's urban integration with 
enhanced streetscape and the introduction of activating uses at grade. Moving up the building, a defined stepback above the fifth floor will 
differentiate the tower from its base, allowing the tower to respond to the scale of the larger urban context. The base of the building will be 
articulated above the fourth floor with a distinct fifth floor to further reduce the scale of this element. Horizontal and vertical reveals will be 
incorporated into the building to breakdown the overall mass and create visually pleasing proportions. The building setback at the ground floor will 
be expanded at the residential lobby along Bethesda Avenue to encourage efficient pedestrian movement at the building entry. The stepback above 
the Bethesda and Wisconsin Avenue frontages will further enhance pedestrian comfort and create a better relationship to the open space at the Farm 
Women's Cooperative Market. The massing of the tower will be approached as multiple building blocks, which allows the flexibility to vary the tower 
heights. The height of the building at the southwest corner will be lower to comply with zoning and create a better relationship to the neighboring 
context. The height will be increased as the massing extends from south to north and also from west to east, allowing appropriate relationships to be 
established between the neighboring lower scale buildings to the south and the dense urban fabric to the north. This will also create a special top at 
the northeast corner that contributes to the quality of the skyline.  
 
     For the East Side Properties, Option A will allow for their comprehensive redevelopment, with existing public parking spaces on Parking Lots 24 
and 10 relocated into an underground garage with up to three levels that will span the site. Option A would also provide for all of the following: (i) a 
new multi-acre public park; (ii) an expanded mixed-use building that integrates retail, the building lobby, and townhouse-scale units at the base; (iii) 
townhouses on Parking Lot 10; (iv) a stand-alone retail pavilion on Parking Lot 24; and (v) other site features and amenities. Option A would work in 
concert with its surroundings and form an integral part of a new urban composition that includes the refreshed Farm Women's Cooperative Market, 
new parks and neighborhood greens to the east, and the proposed future development on the West Side Properties. Under Option B, Parking Lots 24 
and 10 would not be included, but a new multi-family building with ground floor retail would still be provided on the 7121 Wisconsin Avenue site (in 
addition to the proposed "civic green"-like open space at the Farm Women's Cooperative Market).  
 
     The preliminary design concepts for the new building on the East Side of Wisconsin Avenue under both Options A and B are described in detail in 
the attached Statement.  Importantly, however, both scenarios represent an evolution from the initial plans for the residential tower that were 
presented at the time of Concept Plan. More specifically, the tower has now been designed to provide improved separation from the existing office 
building to the south at 7101 Wisconsin Avenue, by shifting the proposed building to abut the northern property line of the 7121 Wisconsin Avenue 
portion of the site (rather than the approximate 15 feet setback from that property line that had been proposed with the Concept Plan submission). 
Above the ground floor, a distinct base will be established, with stepbacks and terraces above the sixth floor on all sides. It is anticipated that 
additional balconies and reveals will be carved out of the building mass to further enhance the presence of a distinct base, break down the overall 
mass of the building, and acknowledge the unique context of the site. The north side of the tower will be articulated with an increased stepback at 
the center, so as to acknowledge the presence of the Farm Women's Market building. Both Options also eliminate the cantilevered corner that was 
proposed in the Concept Plan submission and incorporate additional stepbacks at the top to further break down mass and compliment the skyline. 
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Statement of Justification for Sketch Plan Application No. 320190030

BETHESDA MARKET

7121 WISCONSIN AVENUE, 7126 WISCONSIN AVENUE, 7140 WISCONSIN AVENUE, 4705 
MILLER AVENUE, FARM WOMEN'S COOPERATIVE MARKET & PARKING LOTS 24 & 10

Bethesda, Maryland

October 5, 2018

On behalf of Columbia Realty Venture LLC ("Columbia Realty"), Wisconsin Avenue Properties LLC 
("WAP-FP"), and Wisconsin Columbia Venture LLC (the "Joint Venture") (collectively, the 
"Applicants"), we respectfully submit this Sketch Plan application (the "Sketch Plan," or "Application") 
for the proposed redevelopment of the following properties located in Bethesda, Maryland: (i) 7121 
Wisconsin Avenue, 7155 Wisconsin Avenue (i.e., the "Farm Women's Cooperative Market"), 7106 46th

Street (i.e., "Parking Lot 24"), and 4600 Leland Street (i.e., "Parking Lot 10") (collectively, the "East Side 
Properties"); and (ii) 7126 Wisconsin Avenue, 7140 Wisconsin Avenue, and 4705 Miller Avenue 
(collectively, the "West Side Properties").1  The East Side Properties and the West Side Properties are 
collectively referred to in this Statement as the "Properties".

The Applicants are submitting this Sketch Plan under the optional method of development for the 
Commercial Residential ("CR") and Commercial Residential Town ("CRT") zones in accordance with 
Section 59-7.3.3 of Chapter 59 (the "Zoning Ordinance") of the Montgomery County Code, 2014, as 
amended (the "County Code"). The Applicants previously each submitted Concept Plan applications 
(collectively, the "Concept Plan") in the Spring of 2018, and received comments from reviewing 
agencies, stakeholders and members of the community that have informed this Sketch Plan application.  
Following action by the Montgomery County Planning Board (the "Planning Board") on the Sketch Plan, 
it is anticipated that separate Preliminary Plan of Subdivision ("Preliminary Plan") and Site Plan ("Site 
Plan") applications will be filed for the East Side Properties and the West Side Properties, respectively.

The Sketch Plan proposes two alternate design approaches for the redevelopment of the East Side 
Properties, both of which have been coordinated with the redevelopment of the West Side Properties to 
transform the eastern terminus of Bethesda Avenue.  Both alternatives also propose to redevelop of a 
portion of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market site to resemble the "civic green" concept described in 
the recommendations of the May 2017 Approved and Adopted Bethesda Downtown Plan (the "Sector 
Plan").2  Importantly, the Joint Venture enables Columbia Realty and WAP-FP to facilitate substantial 

                                                          
1 Columbia Realty is the fee simple owner of 7121 Wisconsin Avenue, and WAP-FP is the fee simple owner or 
contract purchaser of the West Side Properties.  Together, Columbia Realty and WAP-FP have formed the Joint 
Venture, which has contracted for the purchase of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market.  The current owners of 
the Farm Women's Cooperative Market have authorized the Joint Venture to include the Farm Women's Cooperative 
Market site in the Sketch Plan for the purposes described herein relating to that portion of the overall site.  
Similarly, Columbia Realty and its affiliates are pursuing the possibility of entering into a general development 
agreement ("GDA") with the Montgomery County Department of Transportation ("MCDOT"), the fee owner of 
Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10.  Pursuant to the attached Memorandum of Understanding Agency Authorization 
Agreement (Exhibit A), MCDOT has authorized Columbia Realty to include Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10 in 
the Sketch Plan for the purposes described herein.  WAP-FP is not a party to the proposed improvements for Parking 
Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10.  
2 As described in the Sector Plan, this civic green is envisioned as a green open space next to the Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market building that will "act as both a destination and a local gathering spot, providing a space for 
market customers to eat and relax."
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upgrades to the Farm Women's Cooperative Market that are needed to further the Sector Plan's vision for 
the new civic green, which are too extensive and expensive for either party to the Joint Venture to 
undertake individually.  At the same time, the Joint Venture's efforts will allow Columbia Realty and 
WAP-FP to utilize the full extent of the building heights that the Sector Plan recommends for their 
respective properties.3

The first coordinated design alternative ("Option A") addresses the potential redevelopment of all of the 
Properties, and would be implemented upon Columbia Realty, its affiliates, and MCDOT entering into a 
GDA for Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10. Under this option, the existing commercial buildings at 
7121 Wisconsin Avenue and on the West Side Properties would be replaced with new multi-family 
residential buildings that will contain ground floor retail, below-grade parking, and related site amenities, 
as described in Section II below.  The comprehensive redevelopment of the East Side Properties would 
relocate approximately 300 existing public parking spaces on Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10 into a 
new underground garage that spans the site (including the Farm Women's Cooperative Market).  By 
relocating these public parking spaces below grade, Option A facilitates the development of a new multi-
acre public park on the East Side Properties that addresses the Sector Plan's recommendations for an 
"Eastern Greenway" (including new parks and neighborhood greens) between the Bethesda Central 
Business District ("CBD") and the Town of Chevy Chase, as well as an expanded mixed-use building, 
townhouses, a stand-alone retail pavilion, and other site amenities.4  To the extent that portions of the 
Option A project are located within the boundaries of Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10, MCDOT will 
be submitting an application for Mandatory Referral review in the near future (the "Mandatory Referral"), 
after the details of the potential GDA are understood and plans for the proposed redevelopment of the 
parking lots have been refined.

In the event that the relevant parties do not enter into a GDA for Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10, the 
Sketch Plan proposes an alternative coordinated design that would apply only to 7121 Wisconsin Avenue, 
the Farm Women's Cooperative Market, and the West Side Properties ("Option B").  Option B proposes 
the same redevelopment of the West Side Properties that is proposed with Option A.  However, a multi-
family building with ground floor retail and below grade parking would be developed only on 7121 
Wisconsin Avenue.  While the Farm Women's Cooperative Market improvements would still proceed, it 
would not be possible for the Applicants to underground the existing surface parking spaces on Parking 
Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10, nor would it be possible to provide the new park spaces, townhomes, and 
retail spaces that are proposed with Option A.  

For convenience, the separate coordinated design alternatives proposed with Option A and Option B are 
sometimes collectively referred to herein as the "Project".  

Even though the Applicants intend to submit separate Preliminary Plans and Site Plans in the future for 
the East Side Properties and the West Side Properties, the Applicants are submitting a joint Sketch Plan 
for the Properties at this initial phase of review for a variety of reasons.  Foremost, in consultations with 
Staff of the Montgomery County Planning Department ("Planning Department"), it was determined that a 
combined Sketch Plan was preferred due to the importance of arriving at a comprehensive planned 
approach for this critical intersection of Wisconsin and Bethesda Avenues, where future development will 
                                                          
3 The Sector Plan allows the full mapped height of 175 feet for 7121 Wisconsin Avenue to be achieved for jointly 
redeveloping with the Farm Women's Cooperative Market.  Similarly, the Sector Plan allows the full mapped height 
of 225 feet for 7126 and 7140 Wisconsin Avenue to be achieved for redeveloping that property in a manner that 
benefits the Farm Women's Cooperative Market.
4 The Sector Plan envisions Parking Lot 24 as a new park that will be integrated with the Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market civic green to create a prominent civic space of approximately 1.6 acres, with the Farm 
Women's Cooperative Market historic building maintained as a central activating feature.  For Parking Lot 10, the 
Sector Plan envisions a neighborhood green that will serve as a green buffer to the Sector Plan area.  
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frame the Farm Women's Cooperative Market.  Further, a combined Sketch Plan was recommended given 
that the Farm Women's Cooperative Market is intrinsically linked to the redevelopment of 7121 
Wisconsin Avenue and the West Side Properties in the Sector Plan (as described herein), and that a Joint 
Venture between Columbia Realty and WAP-FP has been formed to allow the related development 
interests of these entities to share the expense of the extensive improvements associated with the Farm 
Women's Cooperative Market revitalization effort.  For these reasons, it makes both good urban planning 
and business sense for the Applicants to be united at this time for purposes of the "big picture" planning 
associated with Sketch Plan review.  Finally, as a technical matter, the Applicants propose to utilize 
excess, unused density on the Farm Women's Cooperative Market to fill up the maximum building height 
permitted under the zoning for 7121 Wisconsin Avenue and the West Side Properties, and also to share in 
the significant public benefit points that are associated with the work on that site.  The Sketch Plan for the 
collective Properties is the zoning mechanism that allows the Applicants to collectively share density and 
public benefits.

At the same time, in order for the West Side Properties and the East Side Properties to proceed to their 
respective Preliminary Plan and Site Plan (which, as noted above, would be processed independently of 
one another), it is vital for successfully financing the West Side Project and the East Side Project that 
neither be reliant upon the other to fulfill their respective conditions of approval in order to move forward.  
The only way that the Farm Women's Cooperative Market improvements will happen is for each part of 
the overall Project on either side of Wisconsin Avenue to be able to stand alone from a financing 
perspective, and to be able to successfully move forward irrespective of the timing of the other 
component of the Project.  In this case, it will take two successful private development projects to enable 
the investment that is needed in the Farm Women's Cooperative Market improvements.

I. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

A. Site Location and Characteristics

The Properties are, for the most part, located in the Wisconsin Avenue Corridor District of the Sector 
Plan, at a prominent location on the east and west sides of Wisconsin Avenue near the southern gateway 
into the CBD and the terminus of Bethesda Avenue.  4705 Miller Avenue, part of the West Side 
Properties, is located in the Bethesda Row District of the Sector Plan.  Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10 
are located in the Eastern Greenway District.  

The Properties include the following specific components:

i. 7121 Wisconsin Avenue (also known as Parcel N706, "Bethesda Tower"
subdivision), which is a rectangular parcel that consists of approximately 20,886 
square feet of net site area (± 0.48 acres).  7121 Wisconsin Avenue is located 
directly to the south of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market and has direct 
frontage on Wisconsin Avenue to the west.

ii. The West Side Properties – 7126 Wisconsin Avenue, 7140 Wisconsin Avenue 
and 4705 Miller Avenue (also known as parts of Lots 9, 10, and 11 and Lot 24, 
"Millers Resubdivision"), which are three parcels collectively forming a roughly 
rectangular assemblage that consists of approximately 16,619 square feet of 
existing net site area (± 0.38 acres).
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iii. The Farm Women's Cooperative Market (also known as Parcel P699, "Bethesda"
subdivision), which is a square-shaped parcel with approximately 29,967 square 
feet of net site area (± 0.69 acres).  The Farm Women's Cooperative Market is 
located at the intersection of Wisconsin Avenue and Willow Lane, to the north of 
7121 Wisconsin Avenue.

iv. Parking Lot 24, which is comprised of several discrete lots and parcels that 
extend along the length of 46th Street to the east of the Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market and 7121 Wisconsin Avenue sites.  More specifically, 
Parking Lot 24 includes Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and parts of Lot 7 and 8,  Block 1, of 
"Warren's Addition to Chevy Chase, Section 8" subdivision.  Parking Lot 24 has 
an approximate net site area of 89,061 square feet (± 2.04 acres).

v. Parking Lot 10, which is also comprised of several lots located to the southwest 
of the intersection of 46th Street and Leland Street.  More specifically, Parking 
Lot 10 includes Lots 7, 8, 9, 10, and 20, Block A, of "Chevy Chase Section 8" 
subdivision.  Parking Lot 10 has an approximate net site area of 39,813 square 
feet (± 0.91 acres).  

Including prior dedications for which no consideration was received, the overall gross tract area of the 
Properties (upon which density for the entire assemblage would be calculated) is 275,368 square feet (± 
6.32 acres).  However, as noted above, the Sketch Plan proposes two coordinated design alternatives for 
the redevelopment of the collective Properties and the Applicants anticipate that separate Preliminary 
Plan and Site Plan applications will be filed for the East Side Properties and for the West Side Properties.  
Under Option A, which includes Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10, the overall gross tract area of the 
Properties is approximately 275,368 square feet (± 6.32 acres), including the gross tract area of the East 
Side Properties of approximately 243,494 square feet (± 5.59 acres) and the gross tract area for the West 
Side Properties of approximately 31,874 square feet (± 0.73 acres).  Under Option B (i.e., without Parking 
Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10), the overall gross tract area of the Properties is approximately 106,212 square 
feet (± 2.44 acres), including the gross tract area for the East Side Properties of approximately 74,338
square feet (± 1.71 acres) and the gross tract area for the West Side Properties of approximately 31,874
square feet (± 0.73 acres).  All of these gross tract area calculations are shown on the "Gross Tract Area 
Exhibits" that are included with this Sketch Plan application package.

B. Zoning and Permitted Uses

The Properties are currently zoned CR, CRT, and Bethesda Overlay ("B Overlay"), and the individual 
components differ with respect to permitted heights and densities.  7121 Wisconsin Avenue is zoned CR-
3.0, C-3.0, R-2.75, H-175, allowing maximum building heights of 175 feet.5  7126 and 7140 Wisconsin 
Avenue are zoned CR-3.0, C-3.0, R-2.75, H-225, allowing maximum building heights of 225 feet,6 and 
4705 Miller Avenue is zoned CR-3.0, C-3.0, R-2.75, H-200.  The Farm Women's Cooperative Market is 
zoned CR-3.0, C-3.0, R-2.75, H-35, allowing maximum building heights of 35 feet.  The majority of 
Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10 are zoned CRT-0.5, C-0.25, R-0.5, H-70, with maximum heights of 70 
feet permitted.  The westernmost portion of Parking Lot 24 (i.e., Lot 4, Block 1, "Warren's Addition to 
Chevy Chase, Section 8") is zoned CR-3.0, C-2.0, R-2.75, H-90, allowing building heights up to 90 feet.  

                                                          
5As previously stated, the Sector Plan states that heights of 175 feet are permitted with joint redevelopment of the 
Farm Women's Cooperative Market parcel.  See Sector Plan, p. 102.
6 Also as previously stated, the Sector Plan states that heights of 225 feet are permitted if these properties redevelop 
in a manner that benefits the Farm Women's Cooperative Market.  See Sector Plan, p. 101.
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Pursuant to Section 59-3.1.6 of the Zoning Ordinance, the CR and CRT zones permit multi-unit living 
uses, townhouse living uses, and a variety of commercial uses including restaurants and retail/service 
establishments up to 50,000 square feet by right.

C. Existing Conditions

The 7121 Wisconsin Avenue portion of the East Side Properties and the West Side Properties are 
currently improved with one- and two-story multi-tenant commercial buildings and related site amenities 
for pedestrian circulation.  Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10 are improved as surface parking lots that 
are owned and operated by MCDOT.  Parking Lot 24 provides approximately 216 public parking spaces,
and Parking Lot 10 provides approximately 99 public parking spaces.  

The Farm Women's Cooperative Market portion of the site – which is designated as a County Historic 
Site on the Montgomery County Master Plan for Historic Preservation as Resource Number 35/14-1 – is 
improved with a single-story commercial building with a 52-space surface parking lot, minimal 
landscaping, and related site improvements.  Per SDAT records, the existing one-story, framed 
rectangular building on the Farm Women's Cooperative Market site was constructed in 1936.  The 
Applicants' consultants have determined that the building provides approximately 4,172 square feet of 
building floor area, with the interior primarily comprised of one large rectangular room with a limited 
number of side rooms for bathroom, office, and utility functions.

D. Surrounding Zoning and Land Uses

Pursuant to the Sector Plan, the lots and parcels that surround the Properties to the north, south, and west 
are primarily zoned CR or CRT and are subject to the B Overlay Zone.  The applicable mapped zoning 
classifications for these lots and parcels generally allow for more intensive future development than exists 
today, with greater densities and taller heights provided near the new downtown center and transit hub 
that is being constructed on the former Apex Building site at 7272 Wisconsin Avenue (at the southwest 
corner of the Elm Street intersection).  Elm Street Urban Park and several single-family residential lots in 
the R-60 Zone wrap the easternmost portion of the site, across Willow Lane and 46th Street from Parking 
Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10.   

The surrounding zoning and land uses include the following:

 North:  The block that confronts the Farm Women's Cooperative Market across Willow Lane to the 
north is zoned CR.  The western portion of the block that fronts on Wisconsin Avenue is currently 
improved with the Bethesda Gateway Office Building, which has been rezoned to CR-5.0, C-5.0, R-
4.75, H-250.  The eastern portion of the block is improved with smaller scale commercial buildings 
that are now zoned CR-3.0, C-2.0, R-2.75, H-70.  Elm Street Urban Park is located beyond these 
commercial buildings, across 47th Street to the northeast.  North of the West Side Properties is the 
Artery Building complex located on the north side of Bethesda Avenue, which is zoned CR-5.0, C-
5.0, R-5.0, H-250.  

 East:  Several R-60 zoned properties in the Town of Chevy Chase are located immediately across 46th

Street from Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10, marking the beginning of a single-family residential 
development pattern that extends to the east.

 South:  With respect to the East Side Properties, 7101 Wisconsin Avenue, a 14-story commercial 
building, abuts the 7121 Wisconsin Avenue portion of the site immediately to the south and extends 
along the western boundary of Parking Lot 24.  7101 Wisconsin Avenue is currently zoned CR-3.0, 
C-3.0, R-2.75, H-145.  The block located further to the south across Leland Street adjacent to Parking 
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Lot 10 is currently improved with small scale commercial and surface parking uses.  However, these 
properties have also been rezoned to accommodate more intensive future development, with 
applicable zoning classifications ranging from CR-3.0, C-3.0, R-2.75, H-90 to CRT-0.5. C-0.25, R-
0.5, H-70.  Across Leland Street from the Parking Lot 10 portion of the site are a mixture of 
commercial, residential, and nonprofit uses in the CR and CRT zones, ranging from CR-3.0, C-3.0, 
R-2.75, H-90 along Wisconsin Avenue to CRT 0.5, C-0.25, R-0.5, H-70 at the intersection with West 
Avenue.  These uses including mid-rise office buildings, the Writer's Center, surface parking, and a 
single-family dwelling at the eastern end of the block. 

To the south of the West Side Properties is the Solaire Bethesda, a recently constructed multi-family 
residential building with a ground floor restaurant, zoned CR-3.0, C-3.0, R-3.0, H-145.  Further south 
are a mixture of commercial and multi-family residential uses, ranging from CR-3.0, C-3.0, R-2.75, 
H-120 directly south of the Solaire, to CR-3.0, C-2.0, R-2.75, H-90 at the corner of Wisconsin 
Avenue and Bradley Boulevard.

 West:  Immediately to the west of the West Side Properties is Capital One bank, zoned CR-3.0, C-3.0, 
R-2.75, H-200, and adjacent to Capital One to the west is The Seasons apartment building, also with 
the same zoning and developed at approximately 145 feet in height.

II. PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

As noted above, the Properties are located at and around the eastern terminus of Bethesda Avenue, which 
is the primary retail corridor of the Bethesda Row District (i.e., the "heart of Downtown Bethesda," as 
described in the Sector Plan at p. 106).  The Farm Women's Cooperative Market portion of the Properties
serves as a visual focal point for this corridor at the intersection with Wisconsin Avenue, and is an 
important but underutilized component of Downtown Bethesda's dynamic environment.  While the Farm 
Women's Cooperative Market has formerly served as a gathering space for residents for many 
generations, the current state of the building and the grounds (which is primarily improved for surface 
parking) does not provide a space that is conducive for regular, daily use by the general public, as 
envisioned by the Sector Plan.    

The Sketch Plan application proposes two coordinated design alternatives that would each revitalize the 
Farm Women's Cooperative Market and transform it into the centerpiece of a broader comprehensive 
mixed-use setting.  In general terms, these coordinated design alternatives – Option A and Option B – are 
described as follows: 

 Option A:  Option A incorporates comments received from various local stakeholders regarding
the initial Concept Plan submission, including but not limited to comments from MCDOT, the 
Montgomery County Department of Parks ("Montgomery Parks), and the Town of Chevy Chase.  
These stakeholders have uniformly recognized that the proposed redevelopment of 7121 
Wisconsin Avenue, the West Side Properties, and the Farm Women's Cooperative Market will 
create a unique opportunity for a coordinated approach to the redevelopment of the adjacent 
Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10.   Consequently, Option A applies to all of the Properties and 
would transform these existing County surface parking lots into new public parks and open 
spaces, as recommended by the Sector Plan.  As noted, Option A will require Columbia Realty 
and MCDOT to enter into a GDA for this portion of the site, which will occur at a future date.    

Option A proposes to redevelop the West Side Properties with a mixed-use building consisting of 
up to 260 multi-family residential units – of which 15 percent would be MPDUs – and up to
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7,500 square feet of retail uses, as well as private underground parking, and public and private 
amenities.7  

Option A allows redevelopment of the East Side Properties to occur in a coordinated, 
comprehensive manner.  With the broader site area and additional street frontages that would be 
accessed with the addition of Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10, Option A allows the Applicants 
to relocate existing public parking spaces into an underground garage with up to three levels that 
would span the site, while at the same time providing the new multi-acre public park spaces and 
neighborhood greens that the Sector Plan envisions (i.e., the "Eastern Greenway").8  Option A 
also provides for an expanded mixed-use building on the East Side Properties, townhouses, a 
stand-alone retail pavilion, and other site features and amenities.  The Applicants anticipate that 
the Option A development program will allow for up to 360 multi-family residential units on the 
East Side Properties (including 342 multi-family living units  on 7121 Wisconsin Avenue and 
Parking Lot 24 and 18 townhouse living units on Parking Lot 10), of which 15 percent would be 
MPDUs, and approximately 35,000 square feet for retail uses (including ground-floor retail in the 
new multi-family building, the stand-alone retail pavilion and approximately 4,200 square feet of 
retail floor area in the Farm Women's Cooperative Market building).

Option A also proposes to transform the Farm Women's Cooperative Market site to resemble a 
new civic green which, as stated above, will be accomplished via the Joint Venture.  Pursuant to 
specific recommendations in the Sector Plan, the proposed improvements to the Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market site will allow 7121 Wisconsin Avenue and the West Side Properties to each 
utilize the full extent of the building heights that are mapped for their respective properties.  The 
Applicants anticipate that Option A will require the temporary relocation of the Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market building during the period of garage construction, after which the building 
may be returned to a slightly different location on the site, as described in the detailed description 
of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market proposal below.

The Applicants understand that this proposed work on the Farm Women's Cooperative Market 
site will require separate Historic Area Work Permit ("HAWP") approvals from the Historic 
Preservation Commission ("HPC") prior to the commencement of any construction, demolition, 
or alteration activities at that site.  As such, the Applicants will be arranging for a preliminary 
consultation meeting with the HPC in the near future, so that the HPC has an opportunity to 
assess the plans for the Farm Women's Cooperative Market and to provide guidance before the 
date of the Planning Board hearing on the Sketch Plan.      

Option B: The second coordinated design alternative – Option B – applies only to 7121
Wisconsin Avenue, the West Side Properties, and the Farm Women's Cooperative Market.  As 
stated previously, Option B proposes the same redevelopment of the West Side Properties that is 
proposed with Option A: a mixed-use building consisting of up to 260 multi-family residential 
units, of which 15 percent would be MPDUs, and up to 7,500 square feet of non-residential uses, 
as well as private underground parking, and public and private amenities.  However, the 7121 
Wisconsin Avenue portion of the site would be redeveloped with a different multi-family 

                                                          
7 Final unit count, unit mix, and non-residential square footage to be constructed for both the West Side Properties 
and the East Side Properties under Option A and Option B will be refined at the time of Site Plan and finalized at 
Certified Site Plan, but will not exceed these proposed maximums.
8 The Applicants intend to work in collaboration with Montgomery Parks Staff to ensure that that proposed new park 
spaces are designed in a coherent, unified manner with the existing Elm Street Urban Park, and that appropriate 
programming is provided for these spaces.  The Applicants intend to host a community design charrette with 
Montgomery Parks in the near future to discuss ideas for the design of these spaces in more detail.  
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residential building than the building proposed with Option A, with up to 230 residential dwelling 
units, of which 15 percent would be MPDUs, up to 5,000 square feet of retail floor area at the 
ground floor, below-grade parking and related site amenities.9

Option B also proposes to redevelop the Farm Women's Cooperative Market to address the Sector 
Plan's vision for that portion of the site.  Thus, like Option A, Option B also requires the 
Applicants to obtain separate HAWP approvals from the HPC prior to commencing any 
construction, demolition, or alteration activities on the Farm Women's Cooperative Market 
portion of the site.  The Applicants intend to review these issues in detail with the HPC as part of 
the preliminary consultation meeting described above, which will occur before the date of the 
Planning Board hearing on the Sketch Plan application.         

More specific information about the development proposed on the Properties under Option A and Option 
B is provided below.  

A. Option A (i.e., 7121 Wisconsin Avenue, the West Side Properties, Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market, Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10)

Option A – West Side Properties

The proposed redevelopment of the West Side Properties will be located on one new subdivision lot of 
record (consisting of approximately 16,619 square feet of net lot area).10  As noted, the Sketch Plan 
proposes to develop the West Side Properties with a multi-family residential building consisting of up to 

                                                          
9 Approximately 4,200 square feet of additional retail floor area would be provided in the Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market building under Option B, resulting in up to 9,200 square feet of total retail space.
10 Subsequent to approval of the Sketch Plan, WAP-FP will submit a Preliminary Plan to combine the three existing 
lots into one new record lot, concurrent with submission of a Site Plan application.
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260 multi-family residential units (including 15 percent MPDUs) and up to 7,500 square feet of non-
residential uses11, as well as private underground parking, and public and private amenities in accordance 
with Division 4.7 of the Zoning Ordinance (the "West Side Project").  The West Side Project proposes 
one floor of non-residential uses, with 21 floors of multi-family residential units above.  The Applicants
propose to utilize the Floor Area Ratio ("FAR") Averaging provisions of Section 59-4.9.2.C.5 of the 
Zoning Ordinance in order to utilize excess density on the Farm Women's Cooperative Market site for the 
West Side Project, as well as the B Overlay Zone density provisions of Section 59-4.9.2.C.2 of the 
Zoning Ordinance in order to allocate gross floor area from B Overlay Zone density to the West Side 
Project and to fill out the remainder of the permitted height for the West Side Properties.  Through 
utilization of the FAR Averaging and B Overlay Zone density provisions, the effective proposed FAR of 
the West Side Project will be approximately CR-9.25, C-0.25, and R-9, with the H (height) component of 
225 feet on 7126 and 7140 Wisconsin Avenue and 200 feet on 7505 Miller Avenue.  Note, however, that 
because unit count and non-residential square footage will only be finalized at the time of Site Plan, the 
Applicants request the flexibility throughout the entitlement process to shift residential and non-
residential square footage within the total maximum FAR, with final total FAR and "C" (commercial) and 
"R" (residential) components to be established at Site Plan.

Vehicular access to the West Side Project (both garage access and loading access) will be from Miller 
Avenue, allowing the frontages along Wisconsin Avenue and Bethesda Avenue to remain fully pedestrian 
in nature.  All of the parking for the West Side Project is proposed to be located underground, and the 
Applicants anticipate that there will be four levels of parking (with numbers of parking spaces, bicycle 
parking spaces, and loading spaces to be further refined as the West Side Project moves forward through 
the review processes).  The main residential lobby is anticipated to be located along the Bethesda Avenue
frontage.  Entrances to the non-residential uses will be along both Wisconsin and Bethesda Avenues.  The 
location of these entrances will maintain pedestrian activity levels along the Wisconsin and Bethesda 
Avenue street frontages, while retail storefronts will visually engage that pedestrian activity.

The West Side Project's design is rooted in its unique location at the prominent intersection of Wisconsin 
and Bethesda Avenues and opposite the historic Farm Women's Cooperative Market.  The West Side 
Project is considered in its larger context with direct acknowledgment of the "civic green"-like open space 
that is proposed as a part of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market redevelopment, creating a great urban 
destination.  The building takes a classic, timeless approach to design and strives to create a precedent for 
future development in the area.

The West Side Properties are located on a narrow block in the Wisconsin Avenue Corridor of the Sector 
Plan and enjoy full frontage along Wisconsin Avenue to the east, Bethesda Avenue to the north, and the 
smaller scale Miller Avenue to the south.  To the west, the site is bordered by a low-scale, mid-block 
parcel.  Due to the relatively small size of the West Side Properties, several design accommodations have 
been studied to ensure a vibrant pedestrian realm and an uncompromised presence at the skyline, while 
still providing efficient floorplates for the residential development.

A five-story base creates a continuous street edge at a comfortable pedestrian scale on the Bethesda, 
Miller, and Wisconsin Avenue frontages, responding to the tree canopy height and maintaining the 
character of the neighboring small-scale retail streets.  The ground floor primarily contains retail program, 
strengthening the street activity in the area.  Retail storefronts will be detailed to permit elements such as 
canopies and vibrant signage, and outdoor seating will create stopping points to relax, gather, and 
socialize.  Connection to green space is also a key component to the building's urban integration with 
enhanced streetscape and the introduction of activating uses at grade.

                                                          
11 See Footnote 7.
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Moving up the building, a defined stepback above the fifth floor differentiates the tower from its base, 
allowing the tower to respond to the scale of the larger urban context.  Horizontal and vertical reveals are 
incorporated into the building to breakdown the overall mass and create visually pleasing proportions.  
The building setback at the ground floor is expanded at the residential lobby along Bethesda Avenue to 
encourage efficient pedestrian movement at the building entry.  The stepback above the Bethesda and 
Wisconsin Avenue frontages further enhances pedestrian comfort and creates a better relationship to the 
"civic green"-like open space at the Farm Women's Cooperative Market.  The base of the building is 
articulated above the fourth floor with a distinct fifth floor to further reduce the scale of this element.

The massing of the tower is approached as multiple building blocks, which allows the flexibility to vary 
the tower heights.  The height of the building at the southwest corner is lower to both comply with the 
current zoning and create a better relationship to the neighboring context.  The height is increased as the 
massing extends from south to north and also from west to east, allowing appropriate relationships to be 
established between the neighboring lower scale buildings to the south and the dense urban fabric to the 
north.  This also creates a special top at the northeast corner that contributes to the quality of the skyline.

The Farm Women's Cooperative Market represents the terminus of Bethesda Avenue and is an important 
civic site in Bethesda.  To emphasize the Farm Women's Cooperative Market's importance, the tallest 
portion of the building mass is articulated as a distinct element at this intersection to create a dramatic 
icon and frame the pedestrian view of the "civic green"-like open space as one approaches from the west.  
This was previously achieved with a cantilevered element but, in response to comments received as part 
of the Concept Plan review process from the Bethesda Design Advisory Panel and at the Development 
Review Committee meeting as well as from Planning Department Staff, this is now achieved by 
incorporating a deeper stepback for the portion of the tower at the center of the Wisconsin Avenue 
frontage, which breaks the tower massing into three distinct elements along that frontage.  The tower 
corners are further articulated with sectional shifts as the building rises to its full height, breaking down 
the overall mass of the tower and creating a unique building form.  Building residents are given ample 
opportunities to enjoy this public amenity, both visually through large glazed corners and physically with 
balconies and terraces.  An indoor amenity space crowns this portion of the tower providing an 
opportunity to activate an expressive building top that harmonizes with the overall composition of the 
building below.

The result is a site-specific design for the building that is finely tuned to each unique aspect of its 
surrounding context and urban fabric.  It creates an integral bond with the Farm Women's Cooperative 
Market and shows that a cohesive vision of creativity and innovation leads to design excellence.

The West Side Project is comprised of two primary open spaces: the streetscape along Wisconsin Avenue, 
Bethesda Avenue, and Miller Avenue, and a private amenity rooftop terrace. The streetscape design is 
based on the County's July 2017 Approved Bethesda Downtown Plan Design Guidelines (the "Design 
Guidelines"). The West Side Project's three street frontages comply with the relevant provisions of the 
Design Guidelines, as discussed in Section III below.  The Design Guidelines identify Wisconsin Avenue 
as an Urban Boulevard street type.  A six-foot wide planting/furnishing zone is provided adjacent to 
Wisconsin Avenue with a ten-foot wide pedestrian through zone and nine-foot wide frontage zone along 
the face of building for an overall width build-to line of 25 feet.  Bethesda Avenue is identified as a 
Downtown Mixed-Use Street type.  A five-foot wide planting/furnishing zone is provided adjacent to 
Bethesda Avenue with an eight-foot wide pedestrian through zone and two-foot wide frontage zone along 
the face of building for an overall width build-to line of 15 feet.  Miller Avenue is identified as a 
Neighborhood Local Street type.  A five-foot wide planting/furnishing zone is provided adjacent to Miller 
Avenue with a six-foot wide pedestrian through zone and three-foot wide frontage zone along the face of 
building for an overall width build-to line of 14 feet.
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The streetscape design prescribed in the Bethesda Streetscape Plan includes brick paver sidewalks in a 
herringbone pattern.  Special paving is proposed to accent the base of the building and key building 
features.  As noted in the Bethesda Streetscape Plan, the trees along Wisconsin Avenue are tree wells with 
granite sets and amended soil panel.  Bethesda Avenue and Miller Avenue have a continuous amended 
soil tree panel with underplantings.  The streetscape design also features site furniture per the Bethesda 
Streetscape Plan including benches, trash receptacles, and light fixtures, further blending the West Side 
Project into the existing pedestrian-oriented context of downtown Bethesda.  As mentioned, the exact 
dimensions and design of the West Side Project's three street frontages will continue to evolve through 
the development review process, and further information will be provided regarding these features at Site 
Plan.

The private amenity rooftop terrace will have green roof areas used for stormwater management purposes 
as well as amenity space. The occupied space will include a pool and surrounding deck, seating nodes, 
and grilling areas. Mechanical equipment space on the rooftop will be screened by panels, planters, and 
layered plantings.  Amenity components of the rooftop are designed as a series of outdoor rooms to 
accommodate relatively small groups of people for social interaction, grilling, and enjoyment of the views 
and open air.

Currently, stormwater from the West Side Properties enters the public storm drain system without any 
retention or treatment.  The West Side Project will provide both quantity and quality controls through 
measures that will double as site amenities, implementing State and local mandates for Environmental 
Site Design to the Maximum Extent Practicable ("ESD to the MEP"). The West Side Project proposes to 
provide intensive green roof and micro-bioretention planter boxes on the building to treat runoff.  After 
stormwater is treated, it will be conveyed via storm drain to the existing public storm drain system.  The 
implementation of the previously mentioned facilities will provide ESD volume to the maximum extent 
practicable and minimum treatment per Montgomery County requirements.

The West Side Project also anticipates providing several public benefits from the "Protection and 
Enhancement of the Natural Environment" category as part of the "public benefits" package required in 
order to construct the full incentive density permitted under the CR Zone optional method of 
development.  Through implementation of "ESD to the MEP" and the other environmental features noted, 
the West Side Project will be a significant improvement over the existing conditions on the West Side 
Properties.

Option A – East Side Properties

As previously stated, Option A allows for the comprehensive redevelopment of the East Side Properties, 
with existing public parking spaces on Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10 relocated into an underground 
garage with up to three levels that will span the site.  This coordinated design alternative – the "East Side 
Project" – would also provide for all of the following (i) a new multi-acre public park; (ii) an expanded 
mixed-use building that integrates retail, the building lobby, and townhouse scale units at the base; (iii) 
townhouses on Parking Lot 10; (iv) a stand-alone retail pavilion on Parking Lot 24; and (v) other site 
features and amenities.  The Applicants anticipate that the Option A development program will allow for 
up to 360 multi-family residential units on the East Side Properties (including 342 multi-family living 
units  on 7121 Wisconsin Avenue and Parking Lot 24 and 18 townhouse living units on Parking Lot 10), 
of which 15 percent would be MPDUs, and approximately 35,000 square feet for retail uses including 
ground floor space in the new multi-family building, the stand-alone retail pavilion, and the Farm 
Women's Cooperative Market building.

The proposed building on the 7121 Wisconsin Avenue and Parking Lot 24 portions of the site consists of 
a mixed-use residential tower to the west (i.e., on the current 7121 Wisconsin Avenue lot) with a low-rise 
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base to the southeast (i.e., on a portion of Lot 24).  As stated above, the building will have a street 
presence on Wisconsin Avenue, and significant portions of it border the adjacent historic Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market to the north and the existing high-rise office building at 7101 Wisconsin Avenue to 
the south.  The prominence of this location, its adjacency to significant civic space, and its proximity to 
the future transit hub that is being constructed at 7272 Wisconsin Avenue all combine to create the 
potential for the new multi-family building to be part of a special place in the Wisconsin Avenue Corridor 
District: a new center of activity at a "Smart Growth" location, directly adjacent to a signature open space 
amenity in the Downtown.  The proposed project on the 7121 Wisconsin Avenue site under Option A –
which will provide a new multi-family residential building with MPDUs, ground-floor retail, and below-
grade parking (the "7121 Option A Project") – will leverage this potential by utilizing design 
characteristics that are intended to strengthen this new activity center while also respecting and 
complementing the surrounding urban context.

More specifically, the design of the East Side Project, including the 7121 Option A Project, will work in 
concert with its surroundings and form an integral part of a new urban composition that includes the 
refreshed Farm Women's Cooperative Market, new parks and neighborhood greens to the east, and the 
proposed future development to the west on the West Side Properties.  The preliminary design concept for 
the East Side Project proposes to establish a revitalized Farm Women's Cooperative Market building as its 
center.  A new two-story freestanding retail pavilion will be located to the east of the Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market building, and the majority of the ground floor in the mixed-use tower to the south is 
planned to provide retail uses facing the historic structure.  These active retail spaces will accommodate 
elements such as canopies, signage, and outdoor seating to create a vibrant pedestrian realm.  The site 
design includes a limited vehicular drive that will be carefully designed as a shared streetscape to 
encourage pedestrian activity and access to the revitalized Farm Women's Cooperative Market to the 
north and to the future green spaces to the east, and to minimize regular vehicular activity.  (The "shared 
street" is described in more detail below.)  The Applicants' consultants anticipate that the proposed 
vehicular drive will utilize an existing curb cut on Wisconsin Avenue and connect to Willow Lane on the 
eastern side of the retail pavilion and the northern edge of the site (eliminating the vehicular access to the 
east side of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market building that is proposed under Option B).  Two-story 
townhouse style units will be incorporated into the base of the low-rise wing of the building that fronts 
the proposed Eastern Greenway to the east.  The Applicants' consultants anticipate that a total of 10
distinct units will be provided, and that they will have entrances directly from a public walkway that runs 
along the length of the eastern edge of the building.  Parking and loading access will be incorporated into 
the southern portion of the building along the Leland Street frontage.  A second parking entrance will be
located to the east of the retail pavilion on the northern edge of the site and will be accessed via Willow 
Lane.

The residential lobby of the new multi-family building will be located at the northeast corner, with 
frontages along the proposed shared street that will extend through the site and towards the proposed 
Eastern Greenway park and Willow Lane.  The lobby is anticipated to provide a vibrant and active use 
within the ground-level portion of the building.  Above the ground floor, a distinct base will be 
established for the building with stepbacks and terraces above the fifth floor on the low-rise wing and 
above the sixth floors on all sides of the tower.  The Applicants anticipate that additional balconies and 
reveals will be carved out of the building mass to further enhance the presence of a distinct base, and to 
break down the overall mass of the building.  The base of the building will be complimented by a tower 
element with a massing that is carefully crafted with an eye towards the unique context of the site.  On the 
north side of the building, the tower portion of the massing has been articulated with an increased 
stepback at the center to acknowledge the presence of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market building.  
This increased stepback also serves to break down the overall massing of the building and sponsors 
variation in the articulation of the façade.  As proposed, this tower massing also eliminates the 
cantilevered corner that was initially presented with the Concept Plan submission.  Additional stepbacks 
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are incorporated at the top of the building to further break down the tower mass and to compliment the 
skyline.  The tower also will be located on the site in a manner that permits a separation of approximately 
45 feet between it and the existing office building to the south at 7101 Wisconsin Avenue.  

Importantly, the Applicants' consultants anticipate that the current proposed building design will not
utilize the full extent of the unit count and residential floor area that is proposed for the multi-family 
building in the East Side Project.  Rather, the Applicants' consultants anticipate that an alternate massing 
would be necessary to accommodate the maximum number of residential units proposed with the Sketch 
Plan, likely via an extension of the low-rise eastern wing of the building that would bridge over the 
internal shared street and above the two-story retail pavilion.  The Applicants have been asked to continue 
to evaluate potential designs for incorporating this residential-over-retail configuration into the East Side 
Project and, should they be able to develop a compatible massing, would present details for review at the 
time of the Site Plan for the East Side Properties.12

With respect to site design, the Applicants anticipate that three primary open spaces (public and private)
will be provided within the 7121 Option A Project: (i) a streetscaped area along Wisconsin Avenue, 
which will be accessible to the public; (ii) a private amenity rooftop terrace above the six-story eastern 
wing; and (iii) a second private amenity rooftop terrace above the tower that will incorporate a pool.  Both 
of the rooftop terraces will be used exclusively by residents of the building.  

The streetscape design will be based on the Design Guidelines, which identify Wisconsin Avenue as an 
Urban Boulevard street type.  Thus, the Applicants anticipate that a six-foot wide planting/furnishing zone 
will be provided adjacent to Wisconsin Avenue, with a ten-foot wide pedestrian through zone and nine-
foot wide frontage zone along the face of building to achieve an overall build-to-line of approximately at 
minimum 25 feet (within the Design Guidelines' recommended range).  In response to comments received 
from the Design Advisory Panel at the Concept Plan stage, this minimum sidewalk width has been 
reconfirmed for this submission.  

While details will be confirmed at the time of Site Plan review, the streetscaped area will conform with 
the Bethesda Streetscape Plan, which prescribes brick paver sidewalks.  The Applicants anticipate that 
special paving will accent the base of the building and key building features.  Per the Bethesda 
Streetscape Plan, trees along Wisconsin Avenue will be provided in tree wells with granite sets and 
amended soil panels.  The streetscape design will also feature site furniture per the Bethesda Streetscape 
Plan including benches, trash receptacles, and light fixtures.  All of these features will further blend the 
7121 Option A Project into the existing pedestrian-oriented fabric of Downtown Bethesda.

As for the private rooftop terraces, the Applicants anticipate that the building will have a partial green 
roof as well as an amenity space.  The amenity components of the rooftop will likely be designed to 
provide a series of outdoor rooms that will accommodate relatively small groups of people for social 
interaction, grilling, and enjoyment of the views and open air.  The upper roof will also include an 
outdoor pool.  Rooftop mechanical equipment will be screened by panels, planters, and layered plantings.  
As with the streetscaped area long Wisconsin Avenue, final details for the private rooftop amenity space 
will be presented and confirmed at the time of Site Plan.  

Finally, on Parking Lot 10 to the south of Leland Street, the site will be developed with a complex of 
eighteen 4-story townhouse-style units that will access the neighborhood green (which, as described 

                                                          
12 To the extent that the residential-over-retail option results in the provision of additional residential units (both 
market rate and MPDUs) and associated income, this configuration may reduce the amount of the financial 
contribution that is necessary from governmental authorities to facilitate the undergrounding of the existing surface 
parking spaces on Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10.   
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below, will function as an extension of the Eastern Greenway park).  Each of the townhouse units will 
have a ground floor containing a garage as well as space for some residential use.  The top floor of each 
townhouse will include a private outdoor terrace space.  The townhouses are organized around a north-
south access lane that will be designed as a two-way shared street.  Twelve of the townhouse units will be
located to the east of this shared street in two clusters of six units.  These townhouses alternately front 
north and south, with secondary vehicular access between them leading to individual garages.  The six 
townhouses to the west of the shared street will front that street and will have vehicular access via the 
existing alley that is between Parking Lot 10 and the existing retail buildings along Wisconsin Avenue.  

Option A – Farm Women's Cooperative Market

The recently approved Sector Plan envisions the Farm Women's Cooperative Market portion of the 
Sketch Plan as the location for a new "civic green" park space that will serve as an extension of the 
existing Elm Street Urban Park, located to the north of Willow Lane.  In accordance with this vision and 
with other applicable recommendations in the Design Guidelines, the proposed redesign of the Farm 
Women's Cooperative Market will provide open space that will be both a destination and a local gathering 
spot – a green respite in an otherwise urbanized corridor.  The key feature of the "civic green"-like space 
will be a large, central lawn with proximity to activating uses.  The Applicants anticipate that flexible 
design will be a key component of achieving the civic green appearance that is contemplated in the Sector 
Plan, allowing for informal gathering as well as programmable, planned events.

The redesign of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market under Option A will follow design principles that 
have been established by the Applicants' design team and discussed with County staff during preliminary 
design meetings.  The overarching principle is, quite simply, "less is more."  The urban park will not be 
over-programmed or over-designed.  Instead, as stated above, the Farm Women's Cooperative Market 
will provide a flexible space for a variety of uses.  Additional design principles include the following:

 Create a park-like setting.  The Applicants propose to achieve this principle by removing a substantial 
portion of the existing hardscape and replacing it with plant material including trees that will add to 
the ambiance of the civic green and carry forward some of the established green elements.13

 Enhance the focal point along Wisconsin Avenue that terminates at Bethesda Avenue.  The Farm 
Women's Cooperative Market is a prominent location along various urban corridors, and is part of the 
downtown Bethesda arrival sequence.  Refreshing the site as an upgraded civic green with attractive 
landscaping and building renovations and new opportunities for gathering and recreation will be 
appropriate to enhance this focal point. At the same time, the East Side Project proposes to 
temporarily relocate the historic building on this portion of the site in order to allow for the 
construction of the underground parking garage that will span the East Side Properties.  When the 
historic building is returned to the site, the Applicants propose to adjust the location of the building to 
meet applicable mandatory code requirements, to allow for adequate fire vehicle access, and to allow 
for a new open space corridor – a "northern bar" – to be created along Willow Lane.  This northern 
bar is envisioned as a park setting adjacent to the historic building and the stand-alone retail pavilion 
that will allow for visual connections between Wisconsin Avenue and 46th Street, with a wide walk 
that leads to the civic green park that will be created on Parking Lot 24.  The northern bar will also 

                                                          
13 Note that two specimen Sycamore trees (i.e., Trees Number 1 and 2 on the NRI) currently exist on the Farm 
Women's Market site.  Both of these trees are located within hardscape impervious areas consisting of sidewalk, 
parking lots and gravel pads that are used for staging and actives at the site, and would be removed to facilitate the 
creation of underground parking on portions of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market site and the new "civic 
green"-like space.  The Applicants understand that the removal of these specimen trees will require approval of a 
variance under Section 22A-21 of the Montgomery County Code and will be addressed via a separate application.    
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enhance the Farm Women's Cooperative Market's presence as a focal point for this important 
Downtown Bethesda location. 

 Preserve site identity.  This is a design principle that seeks to maintain the authenticity of the site by 
honoring the historic integrity of the existing building and environmental setting while also re-
contextualizing the site as a contemporary "civic green"-like space.  This principle will guide plans 
for the new civic green to the extent practicable, even while facilitating the changes that are needed to 
bring about the vision of the Sector Plan for this space.  

 Acknowledge surrounding context and integrate adjacent uses.  The surrounding uses include office, 
retail, residential, park space, and urban streetscapes.  The Farm Women's Cooperative Market will 
provide an open, inviting site design to engage with these uses, and will establish a relationship with 
the nearby Elm Street Urban Park to act as a connected park system.

These design principles will be reflected in the design of the "civic green"-like space which, as proposed, 
is anticipated to include the following elements:

 Front Lawn.  The Front Lawn will be a flexible, multi-functional, gathering area that will be located 
to the north of the existing building (i.e., adjacent to Willow Lane).  The open, traditional setting of 
the Front Lawn will be framed by walks and benches and will provide informal gathering space for 
many users.  Acknowledging the existing conditions, a white board fence is anticipated to surround 
the "civic green"-like space on two sides delineating the streetscape from the open space, yet 
providing pedestrian access at entry points.  However, the streetscape along Willow Lane will also 
allow for temporary outdoor market stalls and vendors booths to activate the edge of the site for 
pedestrians.

 Green.  The Green will generally be located in the area adjacent to Wisconsin Avenue that is 
currently hardscape, which will be removed and replaced with plant material.  As the name implies, 
the Green is a garden setting that will soften and buffer Wisconsin Avenue.

 Building Terrace.  The Building Terrace is proposed adjacent to the existing building on the Farm 
Women's Cooperative Market site.  The Building Terrace will serve the future retail uses located 
within the building.  The Building Terrace is designed as a flexible, café style seating space with 
ambient lighting.

 Shared Pedestrian Street (i.e., "woonerf").  The shared street borders the Farm Women's Cooperative 
Market site to the south and continues past the site to wrap around the eastern side of the proposed 
stand-alone retail pavilion on Parking Lot 24, so as to serve in part as a vehicular drive for the 
existing building on the Farm Women's Cooperative Market site, the new multi-family residential 
building on the East Side Properties, and the retail pavilion.  The shared street is intended to be a 
flush curb "woonerf" that will be used both by pedestrians and vehicles to create a flexible, dynamic 
space between the proposed buildings and the Farm Women's Cooperative Market building, so as to 
encourage and strengthen the design of both sites.  The Applicants anticipate that special paving for 
the woonerf will be utilized as to visually delineate primarily pedestrian areas from vehicular 
circulation, while being compatible, complementary and cohesive.  The Shared Street will provide 
vehicular circulation around the Farm Women's Cooperative Market, and will also facilitate a 
pedestrian through-block connection to 46th Street, Willow Lane, and Leland Street. 

In addition, the space between the Farm Women's Cooperative Market and the west façade of the 
stand-alone retail pavilion will be designed as a promenade, a pedestrian-orientated space that allows 
circulation for people between the Farm Women's Cooperative Market, parks, retail frontage, and 
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outdoor dining.  The promenade will have a flexible design that accommodates activities ranging 
from passive strolling to potential market stalls for temporary events.  The design elements include 
areas of hardscape with enlarged plant beds that soften the space.  Shade trees will line the promenade 
to frame the space and provide dappled shade.  

In accordance with the Design Guidelines, a six-foot wide planting/furnishing zone will be provided 
adjacent to Wisconsin Avenue (an Urban Boulevard), with a ten-foot wide pedestrian through zone.  On 
Willow Lane (a Neighborhood Local Street), the Applicants anticipate providing a five-foot wide 
planting/furnishing zone with an eight-foot wide pedestrian through zone.  All streetscape elements are 
anticipated to conform with the Bethesda Streetscape Plan, and will be consistent with the elements 
described above for the East Side Project.

The proposed redevelopment of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market also includes certain renovations 
to the existing historic building that is located in the approximate middle of the site, facing Wisconsin 
Avenue.  The proposed renovations include the following: (i) restoration of elements of the existing 
materials on the façade, so as to preserve the building's exterior character; (ii) re-grading around the 
building's perimeter to correct drainage issues that currently affect the building; (iii) restoration of 
windows; (iv) repair of exterior wooden shiplap; (v) installation of new asphalt shingles; (vi) potential 
base building and systems upgrades to accommodate potential future tenant fit-outs; and (vii) potential 
construction of a small, ± 532 gross square foot addition off the rear (i.e., east side) of the building to 
provide new restrooms and additional storage.  The proposed building addition would be roofed by a 
gable that will mirror the existing gable on the building's front. 

The proposed relocation and renovation of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market building is intended to 
revitalize the existing building for potential use by a future tenant, and to recontextualize it within the new 
civic green that is envisioned by the Sector Plan.  The relocation is also intended to preserve the 
importance of this historic structure, allowing for greater separation from the larger-scaled multi-family 
building to the south and the stand-alone retail pavilion to the east.  As a practical matter, this increased 
separation also allows for an adequate fire lane between the buildings and permits better access through 
the site to the Eastern Greenway park.  As noted above, the Applicants will be required to obtain HAWPs 
from the HPC prior to undertaking any construction, demolition, or alteration activities on the Farm 
Women's Cooperative Market site.  Accordingly, the Applicants will arrange for a preliminary 
consultation meeting with the HPC prior to the Planning Board's hearing on the Sketch Plan.  

Option A – Eastern Greenway

The Sector Plan locates Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10 within the southern portion of the Eastern 
Greenway District and specifically recommends redeveloping these surface parking lots to create an
Eastern Greenway segment (i.e., parks and neighborhood greens) from the existing Elm Street Urban Park 
to Walsh Street, with Parking Lot 24 being redeveloped as a civic green and Parking Lot 10 being 
redeveloped as a neighborhood green.  This Eastern Greenway will function as an extension of Elm Street 
Urban Park to ensure compatibility with adjacent neighborhoods, functioning as a transition between the 
single-unit residences in the Town of Chevy Chase and the more dense commercial area of Downtown 
Bethesda.  The new Eastern Greenway will also enhance environmental benefits and improve pedestrian 
connections.  As the name implies, the Eastern Greenway will provide new plant material such as tree 
canopy, vegetation, and open lawn.  The park-like setting will also contain paths, seating, and play areas 
with stormwater management integrated into the landscape.  Front doors, stoops, and balconies for the 
new multi-family building on the East Side Properties, the townhouses on Parking Lot 10 portion of the 
site, and for the retail pavilion will encourage activation along the Eastern Greenway and social 
interactions with neighbors.  
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As discussed in Section III below, the Eastern Greenway has been designed to address certain Sector Plan 
recommendations that seek to ensure compatibility with adjacent neighborhoods, providing a variety of 
active, social, and contemplative open spaces that will improve connections and enhance environmental 
benefits.  More specifically, the Sector Plan envisions Parking Lot 24 as a civic green "to the maximum 
extent feasible" (Sector Plan at p. 18).  Thus, the Applicants have planned Parking Lot 24 to be flexible 
and programmable for various events from informal gatherings to regional attractions such as markets, 
concerts, and festivals.  The design of Parking Lot 24 is an extension of the Farm Women's Cooperative 
Market site, located directly to the west along Willow Lane, and of the existing Elm Street Urban Park to 
the north.  Elm Street Urban Park is an existing park with an established tree canopy designed for 
strolling and small gatherings.  Parking Lot 24 will be designed as counterpoint, with large open lawn 
areas that can accommodate activities and social gatherings of people.  

These design principles will be reflected in the following elements:

 Lawn.  The Lawn will be a large, flexible, multi-functional, gathering area that will be located 
adjacent to Willow Lane and extend south along 46th Street.  The open, traditional setting of the 
Lawn will be framed by walks and benches and provide informal gathering spaces for many 
users. 
   

 Trellis Shade Structure.  The Trellis Shade Structure will be the focal feature within the Eastern 
Greenway, as well as a focal point from Wisconsin Avenue.  The genesis of the Trellis Shade 
Structure is a band shell set into a traditional park setting, but with a contemporary design and 
orientation.  The Trellis Shade Structure will allow for flexibility of programming and appeal to 
many different user types.  It is envisioned as a stage, band shell, shade structure, and social 
gathering space to activate the large lawn area.   

 Pedestrian Connection.   The Pedestrian Connection will be an extension of the Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market shared street that is solely intended to provide pedestrian access to the civic 
green park on Parking Lot 24.  When viewed from Wisconsin Avenue, the Pedestrian Connection 
will lead the viewer to the trellis focal point beyond.  The Pedestrian Connection will bisect the 
Lawn and provide a framework for social gathering spaces, such as the trellis and play area.  In a 
larger context, pedestrian connections extend along the entire greenway and lead to the future 
Metrorail and Purple Line station entrances that are being constructed with the 7272 Wisconsin 
Avenue redevelopment project.  

 Leland Gardens.  Adjacent to Leland Street are the Leland Gardens, which are envisioned as a 
community gateway to the residential neighborhood.  Leland Gardens will provide botanical 
interest and allow for a contemplative experience.  

In contrast, Parking Lot 10 is envisioned as a new neighborhood green that is planned to be flexible, so as 
to allow for lunchtime relaxation or recreational walks.  Parking Lot 10 is located south of Parking Lot 24 
and extends from Leland Street to Walsh Street.  The design for Parking Lot 10 will contribute to the 
overall Eastern Greenway.  The key landscape feature will be a central lawn surrounded by shade trees 
that serve the local neighborhood.  

 Front Yard.  The Front Yard will be a flexible, multi-functional, gathering area that will be 
located along 46th Street, adjacent to the frontage of the residential townhomes.  The open, 
traditional setting of this lawn will be framed by walks and benches and provide informal 
gathering spaces for many users.  Pedestrian connections will be provided to the surrounding 
sidewalk network to provide visibility and encourage connections.  The Front Yard will be 
encircled by shade trees that, over time, will provide partially shaded space for neighborhood 
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events.  The front doors and stoops provide a socially active setting that will be dynamic 
throughout the day.  

B. Option B (i.e., 7121 Wisconsin, the West Side Properties, and Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market)

Option B – West Side Properties  

Under Option B, the West Side Project is no different from Option A and remains as described above: a 
mixed-use building consisting of up to 260 multi-family residential units, of which 15 percent would be 
MPDUs, and up to 7,500 square feet of non-residential uses as well as private underground parking, and 
public and private amenities.  For details, please refer to Section II-A.    

Option B – 7121 Wisconsin Avenue

The 7121 Wisconsin Avenue portion of the Sketch Plan fronts on Wisconsin Avenue and is located at 
mid-block between Willow Lane and Leland Street, just south of the terminus of Bethesda Avenue as it 
intersects with Wisconsin Avenue.  7121 Wisconsin Avenue is bordered on the north by the historic Farm 
Women's Cooperative Market site and on the south by the existing high-rise office building at 7101 
Wisconsin Avenue.  The location's prominence, its adjacency to significant civic space, and its proximity 
to the future transit hub that is being constructed at 7272 Wisconsin Avenue all combine to create the 
potential for 7121 Wisconsin Avenue to be redeveloped as a special place in the Wisconsin Avenue 
Corridor District: a new center of activity at a "Smart Growth" location that will be directly adjacent to a 
signature open space amenity in the Downtown.  The proposed project on the 7121 Wisconsin Avenue 
site under Option B – which will provide a new multi-family residential building with MPDUs, ground-
floor retail, and below-grade parking (the "7121 Option B Project") – is anticipated to leverage this 
potential by utilizing design characteristics that are intended to strengthen this new activity center while 
respecting and complementing the surrounding urban context.
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More specifically, the design of the 7121 Option B Project will work in concert with its surroundings and 
form an integral part of a new urban composition that includes the refreshed Farm Women's Cooperative 
Market, as well as the proposed future development to the west on the West Side Properties.  The 
preliminary design concept for the new building proposes to establish a one-story datum at the base of the 
building, with retail spaces occupying the entirety of the frontage along Wisconsin Avenue and a 
midblock residential lobby fronting the Farm Women's Cooperative Market to the north.  These active 
retail spaces will accommodate elements such as canopies, signage, and outdoor seating to create a 
vibrant pedestrian realm.  The lobby will complement the retail activity along Wisconsin Avenue and 
provide a vibrant and active use within the ground-level portion of the building that will face the Farm 
Women's Cooperative Market site.  The site design along this northern edge also includes a version of the 
shared street described in Option A to encourage pedestrian activity and access to the future green space 
to the east. (The Option B version of the "shared street" is described in more detail below.)  In order to 
accommodate adequate separation between the residential tower on the site and the existing office 
building to the south at 7101 Wisconsin Avenue, the proposed building at 7121 Wisconsin Avenue has 
been shifted to abut the northern property line of the 7121 Wisconsin Avenue portion of the site, rather 
than the approximate 15 feet setback from that property line that had been proposed with the Concept 
Plan submission.  As a result of this shift, the Applicant also proposing to relocate the existing Farm 
Women's Cooperative Market building under Option B when it is restored for reasons described in more 
detail below. 

Above the ground floor, a distinct base will be established for the building with stepbacks and terraces 
above the sixth floor on all sides of the tower.  The Applicants anticipate that additional balconies and 
reveals will be carved out of the building mass to further enhance the presence of a distinct base, and to 
break down the overall mass of the building.  The base of the building will be complimented by a tower 
element with a massing that has been carefully crafted to respect the unique context of the site.  On the 
north side of the building, the tower portion of the massing has been articulated with an increased 
stepback at the center, so as to acknowledge the presence of the Farm Women's Market building, break 
down the overall massing of the tower, and sponsor variation in the façade articulation.  The proposed
tower massing also eliminates the cantilevered corner that was proposed in the Concept Plan submission, 
and incorporates additional stepbacks at the top of the building to further break down the tower mass and 
compliment the skyline.  The tower will be located on the site in a manner that permits a separation of
approximately 45 feet between it and the existing office building to the south at 7101 Wisconsin Avenue.    

With respect to site design, the Applicants anticipate that two primary open spaces will be provided 
within the 7121 Wisconsin Avenue portion of the 7121 Option B Project: (i) a streetscaped area along 
Wisconsin Avenue, which will be accessible to the public; and (ii) a private amenity rooftop terrace, 
which will be used exclusively by residents of the building.  The streetscape design will be based on the 
Design Guidelines.  The Design Guidelines identify Wisconsin Avenue as an Urban Boulevard street 
type.  Thus, the Applicants anticipate that a six-foot wide planting/furnishing zone will be provided 
adjacent to Wisconsin Avenue, with a ten-foot wide pedestrian through zone and nine-foot wide frontage 
zone along the face of building to achieve an overall build-to-line of at minimum 25 feet (within the 
Design Guidelines' recommended range).  In response to comments from the Design Advisory Panel at 
Concept Plan review, this minimum sidewalk width has been reconfirmed for this submission.

The streetscaped area will also conform with the Bethesda Streetscape Plan, which prescribes brick paver 
sidewalks.  The Applicants anticipate that special paving will accent the base of the building and key 
building features.  Per the Bethesda Streetscape Plan, trees along Wisconsin Avenue will be provided in 
tree wells with granite sets and amended soil panels.  The streetscape design will also feature site 
furniture per the Bethesda Streetscape Plan including benches, trash receptacles, and light fixtures.  All of 
these features will further blend the 7121 Option B Project into the existing pedestrian-oriented fabric of 
Downtown Bethesda.
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As for the private rooftop terrace, the Applicants anticipate that the building will have a partial green roof 
as well as amenity space and an outdoor swimming pool.  The amenity components of the rooftop will 
likely be designed to provide a series of outdoor rooms that will accommodate relatively small groups of 
people for social interaction, grilling, and enjoyment of the views and open air.  Rooftop mechanical 
equipment will be screened by panels, planters, and layered plantings.  As with the streetscaped area long 
Wisconsin Avenue, final details for the private rooftop amenity space will be presented and confirmed 
during the course of Site Plan review.  

Option B – Farm Women's Cooperative Market  

Like the Option A coordinated design alternative, Option B also proposes to redesign and relocate the 
Farm Women's Collaborative Market to achieve the recommendations of the Sector Plan for a "civic 
green"-like space with a large, central lawn in proximity to activating uses.  However, unlike Option A, 
Option B places the shared street woonerf that directs vehicular traffic onto Willow Lane adjacent to the 
eastern façade of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market building to define the edge of the site and the 
adjacent surface parking on Parking Lot 24.  The proposed relocation and renovation of the Farm 
Women's Cooperative Market building is intended to revitalize the existing building for potential use by a 
future tenant, and to recontextualize it within the new civic green that is envisioned by the Sector Plan.  
The relocation is also intended to preserve the importance of this historic structure, allowing for greater 
separation between it and the larger-scaled new development to the south.  From a practical standpoint, 
this increased separation also allows for an adequate fire lane to be provided between the buildings and 
permits better access through the site.

As noted above, the Applicants will discuss all of the revisions that are proposed for the Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market site with the East Side Project with the HPC at the time of its preliminary 
consultation, prior to the Planning Board's hearing on the Sketch Plan.    

III. SECTOR PLAN & DESIGN GUIDELINES CONFORMANCE

As noted, the Properties lie primarily within the area identified in the Sector Plan as the Wisconsin 
Avenue Corridor District, with 4705 Miller Avenue located in the Bethesda Row District and Parking Lot 
24 and Parking Lot 10 located in the Eastern Greenway District.  The Sector Plan provides specific 
recommendations for development in these Districts, in addition to numerous general goals and objectives 
for development within the Sector Plan area.  Both Option A and Option B conform to the general and 
specific goals, recommendations, and design guidelines provided by the Sector Plan for the Properties as 
follows:

A. Sector Plan – General Goals and Objectives

 Foster community enrichment by encouraging public and private gathering spaces. (Sector Plan at p. 
8).

 Re-imagine under-performing public spaces to revitalize them as community assets. (Sector Plan at p. 
8).

 Enhance specific aspects of the public realm that support retail and office development where 
applicable. (Sector Plan at p. 8).

 Take best advantage of existing and planned transit, including Metrorail, Purple Line light rail, bus 
rapid transit (BRT) and bus. (Sector Plan at p. 8).

 Promote a diversified mix of housing options in the Downtown through mixed-use and multi-unit 
residential zoned development. (Sector Plan at p. 8).
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 Provide a sufficient supply of housing to serve Bethesda's existing and future job growth. (Sector 
Plan at p. 8).

 Support a consolidated, long-term retail solution for districts with unmet retail demand.  These 
districts include Arlington South, Bethesda Row, Wisconsin Avenue North and Pearl District. (Sector 
Plan at p. 8).

 Encourage mixed-use development to allow development to adapt to market conditions. (Sector Plan 
at p. 14)

 Create new civic gathering spaces in the expanded centers of activity. (Sector Plan at p. 14)

As noted, the Sector Plan envisions the Farm Women's Cooperative Market as the location for a new 
"civic green" park space that will serve as an extension of the existing Elm Street Urban Park, located to 
the north of Willow Lane.  In accordance with this vision and with other applicable recommendations in 
the Design Guidelines, the proposed redesign of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market will provide 
open space that will be both a destination and a local gathering spot – a green respite in an otherwise 
urbanized corridor.  To the extent that Option A is implemented, the Project will also provide the Eastern 
Greenway, with an expanded civic green on Parking Lot 24 and a new neighborhood green on Parking 
Lot 10.

The Project will locate up to 620 new residential units on the Properties in the form of both multi-family 
living units and townhouse units, and up to 42,500 square feet of retail floor area within two blocks of the 
future entrances to the Bethesda Metro Station and the Purple Line that are being constructed at 
Wisconsin Avenue and Elm Street with the 7272 Wisconsin Avenue project.  The Project will provide 15 
percent of its dwelling units as MPDUs, so that new affordable housing units will also be placed to take 
best advantage of existing and planned transit resources and infrastructure.  There will be a variety of unit 
types and sizes (i.e., multi-family living units and townhouse living units with a range of bedroom 
counts).  This diversified mix of housing will help meet the Sector Plan goal of significantly increasing 
housing stock in an area zoned for multi-unit development near the primary transit hub of downtown 
Bethesda.

Ground floor retail of up to 7,500 square feet is proposed in the West Side Project.  For the East Side 
Project, up to 35,000 square feet of floor area for retail use is proposed.  One of the primary purposes of 
the retail is to draw pedestrians up Bethesda Avenue from the Bethesda Row District, toward the eastern 
terminus of Bethesda Avenue at Wisconsin Avenue and the Farm Women's Cooperative Market.

 On private property, provide a minimum of 35 percent green cover, which may include either 
singularly or a combination of the following: intensive green roof (6 inches or deeper) on 35 percent 
of rooftop; tree canopy cover on 35 percent of landscape; a combination of tree canopy and intensive 
green roof for a total green cover of 35 percent or greater. (Sector Plan at p. 15).

 Provide soil volumes for canopy trees of no less than 600 cubic feet. (Sector Plan at p. 16).
 When practical, incorporate vegetation into stormwater management facilities. (Sector Plan at p.16).
 Prioritize street tree planting along existing and proposed bicycle networks, creating green corridors. 

(Sector Plan at p. 16)
 Bury overhead wires to avoid conflicts with street trees. (Sector Plan at p. 16).
 Reduce impervious cover to maximize infiltration and /or green space. (Sector Plan at p. 16).
 Utilize environmental site design for parks and open space where it can be interpreted for community 

education. (Sector Plan at p. 16).
 In the High Performance Area, buildings must meet the public benefits category for CR Energy 

Conservation and Generation 59-4.7.3.F.3.  An optional method building over 4 stories must exceed 
the current ASHRAE 90.1 requirements by at least 15 percent.  Should the County approve 
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alternative or additional standards, similar improvements in efficiency should be required. (Sector 
Plan at p. 17).

The assembled Properties are predominantly covered with impervious surfaces and lack contemporary
stormwater management features.  However, the Project proposes a variety of techniques that will vastly 
improve the environmental condition of the Properties.  Micro-bioretention planter boxes and green roofs 
will be utilized to treat stormwater for the Project.  After stormwater is treated, it will be conveyed to the 
existing public storm drain system via on-site storm drains.  Implementation of these facilities will 
provide "ESD to the MEP" and effectuate a significant reduction in impervious surface.  Both the West 
Side Project and the East Side Project will meet the minimum 35 percent green cover requirement.  Street 
trees will be planted and utilities will be relocated underground along all Project frontages.  It is 
anticipated that soil volumes of at least 600 cubic feet will be provided for canopy trees.  Both the West 
Side Project and the East Side Project will achieve 15 public benefit points in the "energy conservation
and generation" category (as described below in Section IV).

 Provide each center with a gathering space appropriate to the character of the area. (Sector Plan at 
p. 17).

 Link streets, through-block connections, greenways and trails to create a well-connected network. 
(Sector Plan at p. 17).

 Transition to surrounding neighborhoods with green open space amenities and civic buffers. (Sector 
Plan at p. 17).

 Connect the proposed Capital Crescent Central Civic Green along Bethesda Avenue to the 
reimagined Farm Women's Cooperative Market. (Sector Plan at p. 17).

 Transition to surrounding neighborhoods with green open space amenities and civic buffers. (Sector 
Plan at p. 17).

 Design signature buildings that integrate design and sustainability innovation to occupy the symbolic 
center and surround civic gathering spaces. (Sector Plan at p. 17).

 Establish a green connector along the eastern edge of the Plan area to provide open space, pathways, 
environmental benefits and a transition to adjacent neighborhoods.  Allow a range of building 
heights dependent on the amount of green space dedicated. (Sector Plan at p. 17).

 Balance development with transitions to single-unit residential neighborhoods surrounding the Sector 
Plan area in residential and edge districts, such as Battery Lane, Arlington North, South Bethesda 
and Eastern Greenway. (Sector Plan at p. 17).

 Support each of the three centers (Woodmont Triangle, Bethesda Row and Wisconsin Avenue 
corridor) with civic gathering spaces by providing civic greens in each center. (Sector Plan at p. 18).

 Create livable communities and appropriate transitions by greening and buffering the edges. (Sector 
Plan at p. 18).

 Create green neighborhood parks. (p. 18)
 Convert county owned surface parking lots to parkland/neighborhood greens to the maximum extent 

feasible. (p. 18)

As noted, the Sector Plan envisions the Farm Women's Cooperative Market as the location for a new 
"civic green" park space that will serve as an extension of the existing Elm Street Urban Park, located to 
the north of Willow Lane.  In accordance with this vision and with other applicable recommendations in 
the Design Guidelines, the proposed redesign of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market will provide 
open space that will be both a destination and a local gathering spot - a green respite in an otherwise 
urbanized corridor.  To the extent that the Applicants are able to implement the Option A alternative, the 
redevelopment of Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10 will result in the creation of the Eastern Greenway, 
which will provide an even more expansive gathering space for this area of Downtown Bethesda by 
converting existing County-owned surface parking lots to park uses.  
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The Project will improve the streetscape along the entirety of the assembled frontage of the Properties, 
representing a vast improvement from the sidewalks present today (which are narrow and, in most cases, 
still comprised of concrete that abuts directly against the curb).  In addition, the revitalization of the Farm 
Women's Cooperative Market will create a new through connection and the Option A alternative, if 
implemented, will provide important new linkages through and around the new Eastern Greenway.

The West Side Project will improve the streetscape along the West Side Properties' frontage on Bethesda 
Avenue to provide a wider sidewalk complete with brick pavers and street trees.  Those improvements, 
along with the improvements occurring elsewhere along Bethesda Avenue, will provide a better 
pedestrian connection from the Capital Crescent Central Civic Green, up Bethesda Avenue, to Wisconsin 
Avenue and the Farm Women's Cooperative Market.

The Applicants are proposing signature tall buildings at the key intersection of Bethesda Avenue and 
Wisconsin Avenue directly across from the proposed civic gathering space at the Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market, and directly adjacent to the Farm Women's Cooperative Market at 7121 Wisconsin 
Avenue.  The buildings will incorporate design and sustainable innovation with distinctive architecture 
and stormwater controls integrated into, and doubling as, site amenities.

B. Sector Plan – Wisconsin Avenue Corridor District

 Encourage infill and reinvestment on underutilized commercial sites and surface parking lots. (Sector 
Plan at p. 97).

Substantial portions of the Properties located on the west and east sides of Wisconsin Avenue that are the 
subject of this Sketch Plan Application are comprised of significantly underutilized commercial sites with 
surface parking and large impervious spaces.  The Project proposes mixed-use high-rise development on 
the West Side Properties and the East Side Properties, which will allow the Applicants to provide the 
"civic green" space envisioned on the Farm Women's Cooperative Market site and, potentially, the 
Eastern Greenway.

 Encourage mixed-income/affordable housing near transit stations. (Sector Plan at p. 97).

Consistent with the Sector Plan's vision of providing housing opportunities for all income levels through 
greater building heights, the Project takes full advantage of the recommended heights to provide housing 
in close proximity to the new southern entrance to the Bethesda Metro Station and future entrance to the 
Purple Line.  A variety of unit types and sizes are proposed across the Project, along with 15 percent 
MPDUs.

 Provide zoning recommendations that allow signature tall buildings at major civic spaces in the 
established centers. (Sector Plan at p. 93).

The Project takes advantage of the additional height designated by the Sector Plan, particularly if the 
West Side Properties develop in a manner that benefits the Farm Women's Cooperative Market and if the 
7121 Wisconsin Avenue site develops with the Farm Women's Cooperative Market, to provide two 
mixed-use (i.e., ground floor retail and multi-family above) towers that will frame and highlight the "civic 
green" at the Farm Women's Cooperative Market, which is an important junction at Wisconsin and 
Bethesda Avenues.

 Develop compact nodes that place the highest intensity in those centers, provide distinctive infill 
buildings and step down to lower densities and heights near the edges. (Sector Plan at p. 97).
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 Design tall buildings along Wisconsin Avenue to have a human-scaled presence on the street, 
reduced uniformity and compatibility with edge neighborhoods. (Sector Plan at p. 104)

 Provide building articulation such as step backs, glazing and material changes. (Sector Plan at p. 
104).

The Project will provide "distinctive infill building[s]" located at the critical intersection of Wisconsin 
and Bethesda Avenues.  The buildings in the immediate vicinity of the Properties are mostly high- and 
mid-rise, but for years the Properties have remained under-utilized as one- and two-story retail buildings
with surface parking. At the West Side Properties, the West Side Project will replace these low-scale 
buildings with a distinctive high-rise infill building that will decrease in height from its northeast corner 
to its southwest corner to blend with the lower scale buildings to the south and west.  On the East Side 
Properties, both Option A and Option B will facilitate the creation of buildings that have been designed to 
architecturally complement the Farm Women's Cooperative Market and to provide appropriate transitions 
in mass and height as one moves from the more vibrant Wisconsin Avenue corridor to the single family 
residences in the Town of Chevy Chase to the east.   

 Improve and enhance underutilized private owned public use spaces.  (Sector Plan at p. 93)

As discussed, the Project proposes to improve the Farm Women's Cooperative Market into the "civic 
green" envisioned by the Sector Plan.  This space is significantly underutilized today, with the market 
open only three days/week.  Through improvements both to the building and site area, this space will 
become a more open, usable space, even more important given its location at the terminus of Bethesda 
Avenue into Wisconsin Avenue. 

 Provide new civic gathering spaces. (Sector Plan at p. 97).

As described above, the Joint Venture proposes improvements to the Farm Women's Cooperative Market 
to help achieve the Sector Plan's desired "civic green". To the extent that Columbia Realty and its 
affiliates are able to agree to a general development agreement with MCDOT, a more expansive civic 
green will be provided on Parking Lot 24 in connection with the creation of the Eastern Greenway.  

 Improve the pedestrian environment with upgraded streetscapes. (Sector Plan at p. 97).

The Project will improve the pedestrian environment with upgraded streetscapes along the frontages of 
the Properties on both sides of Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda Avenue, Miller Avenue, Willow Lane and, 
potentially, along 46th Street and Walsh Street. The streetscape will provide Bethesda streetscape with a 
clear sidewalk zone of 10 feet along all frontages, plus an additional six-foot planting area for street trees 
located within open tree boxes with understory planting.  There will be benches, trash receptacles, and 
light fixtures, vastly improving the pedestrian experience along the frontages of Properties.

 Create . . . new civic gathering spaces in the form of civic green space/parks at the Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market site . . . (Sector Plan at p. 97).

As noted, the Sector Plan envisions the Farm Women's Cooperative Market as the location for a new 
"civic green" park space that will serve as an extension of the existing Elm Street Urban Park, located to 
the north of Willow Lane.  In accordance with this vision and with other applicable recommendations in 
the Design Guidelines, the proposed redesign of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market will provide 
open space that will be both a destination and a local gathering spot – a green respite in an otherwise 
urbanized corridor.  Should Option A be implemented, the creation of the Eastern Greenway will result in 
an even more expansive civic gathering space.  
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 Emphasize mixed land uses focused on employment and high density residential. (Sector Plan at p. 
97).

The Project proposes two mixed-use, ground floor retail with residential above, buildings, one on each 
side of Wisconsin Avenue.  This fulfills the vision for high density residential while also providing 
employment at the retail stores and other non-residential spaces that may be present in the Project.

 Allow an increase in the maximum allowable building height to 225 feet if the property 
redevelopments in a manner that benefits the Farm Women's Cooperative Market to the east. (Sector 
Plan at p. 101).

WAP-FP, the owner and/or contract purchaser of the West Side Properties, is one-half of the Joint 
Venture that proposes to improve the Farm Women's Cooperative Market in order to achieve the Sector 
Plan's vision for a "civic green" on that site.  As a result, WAP-FP proposes a maximum building height 
of 225 feet for the West Side Project, though this steps down to 200 feet at the southwest corner on the 
current 4705 Miller Avenue property.

 Allow an increase in the maximum allowable building height to 175 feet if the property redevelops as 
a joint development with the Farm Women's Cooperative Market to the north. (Sector Plan at p. 102).

Both Option A and Option B involve the joint redevelopment of the 7121 Wisconsin Avenue site with the 
Farm Women's Market Cooperative, justifying a maximum height of 175 feet for the new building on the 
7121 Wisconsin Avenue portion of the site.  

 Create green, active and walkable sidewalks that are designed to balance pedestrian and retail 
activity with vehicular and BRT traffic along this major corridor. (Sector Plan at p. 103).

Ground-floor retail is proposed throughout the Project, activating both the east and west sides of 
Wisconsin Avenue and Bethesda Avenue.  At the West Side Project, wide sidewalks (10 feet on 
Wisconsin, eight feet on Bethesda, and six feet on Miller) will vastly improve the pedestrian experience 
along all three of the West Side Properties' right-of-way frontages.  At the East Side Project, wide 
sidewalks (i.e., 10 feet) are also anticipated along Wisconsin Avenue.  On Willow Lane, a pedestrian zone 
of eight feet is anticipated for the sidewalk.  On 46th Street, Leland Street, and Walsh Street, pedestrian 
zones of approximately six feet are anticipated.

 Provide a planting and furnishing buffer between sidewalks and street traffic. (Sector Plan at p. 103).

The Project proposes a planting and furnishing buffer along right-of-way frontages per the Bethesda 
streetscape standard and Design Guidelines, as described above. 

 Ensure a clear pedestrian pathway. (Sector Plan at p. 103).

As described above, the existing sidewalks along the Project's frontages are generally still narrow, 
concrete walkways directly adjacent to vehicular traffic.  The Project proposes to significantly widen the 
sidewalks, improving them with Bethesda brick pavers, street trees, lighting, and seating to vastly 
improve the pedestrian experience.  

 Allow space for various activities, such as outdoor dining in retail focus areas, and provide planting 
and seating along remaining sections of the street. (Sector Plan at p. 103).
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All of the Project's right-of-way frontages will be improved with Bethesda standard streetscape, including 
street trees and seating.  Ground-floor retail is proposed throughout the Project as well, which will 
activate the streetscape and further the pedestrian experience.  

 Create major civic gathering spaces as the hinge between Wisconsin Avenue, Norfolk Avenue and 
Bethesda Avenue. (Sector Plan at p. 103).

As detailed above, the Project proposes improvements to the Farm Women's Cooperative Market to 
achieve the "civic green" envisioned by the Sector Plan. 

 Enhance the Farm Women's Cooperative Market as both a market and a public space connected to 
Bethesda Avenue and the Bethesda Row district. (Sector Plan at p. 103).

As discussed, the improved Farm Women's Cooperative Market will provide an open, inviting site design 
to engage with the surrounding office, retail, residential, park space and urban streetscapes. This space is 
significantly underutilized today, with the market open only three days per week.  Through improvements 
both to the building and site area, this space will become a more open, usable space, helping to activate 
the Farm Women's Cooperative Market and weave it into the fabric of the Wisconsin Avenue Corridor
and Bethesda Row Districts.

 Provide building separation to ensure the design allows for light and air, and reduces shadows cast 
onto public spaces. (Sector Plan at p. 104).

As previously stated, both the East Side Project and the West Side Project have been designed to achieve 
compatibility with the Farm Women's Cooperative Market site and other surrounding buildings and open 
spaces.  Under both Option A and Option B, the Applicants propose to relocate the Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market building on the site to showcase this historic structure in relation to the larger-scaled 
new development to the south and, potentially, to the east, and to create an improved open space 
experience. 

 Provide visual interest along the corridor by highlighting significant points with increased height. 
(Sector Plan at p. 104).

The Applicants propose a building with a maximum height of 225 feet at the corner of Wisconsin and 
Bethesda Avenue highlighting this intersection as a significant point in the Wisconsin Avenue Corridor.  
Together with the redevelopment of 7121 Wisconsin Avenue, the buildings will highlight and frame the 
re-envisioned Farm Women's Cooperative Market and "civic green".

 Provide increased height at the transit gateways to the Metrorail and Purple Line stations. (Sector 
Plan at p. 104).

Consistent with the Sector Plan's vision of providing housing opportunities for all income levels through 
greater building heights, the Project takes full advantage of the recommended heights to provide housing 
in close proximity to the new southern entrance to the Bethesda Metro Station and future entrance to the 
Purple Line.

 Incentivize the provision of green space and affordable housing through increased height along 
Wisconsin Avenue. (Sector Plan at p. 104).

Both the West Side Project and East Side Project (under both Options A and B) will provide 15 percent 
MPDUs across a variety of unit types and sizes.  It is only by virtue of the additional height permitted by 
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the Sector Plan (for redeveloping in a manner that benefits the Farm Women's Cooperative Market for the 
West Side Properties, and for redeveloping with the Farm Women's Cooperative Market for 7121 
Wisconsin Avenue) that the Joint Venture will be able to improve the Farm Women's Cooperative Market 
into the "civic green" envisioned by the Sector Plan.  

C. Sector Plan – Bethesda Row District:

 Preserve the human-scale and mixed-use character of the neighborhood. (Sector Plan at p. 106).
 Continue the main street shopping character along Bethesda Avenue consistent with recent 

development. (Sector Plan at p.106).
 Maintain the district's human-scaled design and character in new developments. (Sector Plan at p. 

108).
 Design new buildings to reflect the successful approaches to building articulation, material and street 

frontage seen throughout Bethesda Row. (Sector Plan at p. 108)

With the West Side Project, the Project will preserve the human-scale and mixed-use character of the 
existing Bethesda Row neighborhood, within which the West Side Project is located.  The Sector Plan 
describes the Bethesda Row District as the "heart of Downtown Bethesda" and a "regional destination and 
model for placemaking . . . [featuring] thriving retail [and] human-scaled design" in an "active" 
environment.  See Sector Plan at p. 106.  For this area, the Applicants propose a mixed-use 
residential/retail building with 21 floors of multi-family living above ground floor retail. A 5-story base 
and tower stepback will give the West Side Project a human-scale feel in spite of its height.  The West 
Side Project will follow in the footsteps of recently constructed buildings in the Bethesda Row District 
such as The Darcy and The Flats, which respond to their location spanning and bridging the Bethesda 
Row and Wisconsin Avenue Corridor districts. 

The West Side Project also includes ground floor retail along the Bethesda Avenue and Wisconsin 
Avenue frontages, extending the main street shopping character along Bethesda Avenue. The ground 
floor primarily will consist of retail establishments with canopies and signage as well as outdoor seating.

Additionally, as all vehicular access for this portion of the Project is proposed to be from Miller Avenue, 
Bethesda Avenue and Wisconsin Avenue frontages will be wholly pedestrian allowing for an 
uninterrupted pedestrian retail experience along the block.

 Improve bike facilities and connectivity throughout the district. (Sector Plan at p. 106).

Both the Sector Plan and the Planning Board Draft Bicycle Master Plan (May 2018, currently under 
review at the Montgomery County Council) recommend separated bike lanes along Bethesda Avenue, 
currently proposed to be on the north side of Bethesda Avenue between Woodmont and Wisconsin 
Avenues.  The West Side Project accommodates future provision of these bike lanes.

D. Sector Plan – Eastern Greenway District:

 Make the best use of land near the Bethesda Metrorail Station and future Purple Line station by 
promoting redevelopment of underutilized properties and private surface parking lots.  Parking 
Lot District (PLD) lots 10, 24, 25 and 44 should be converted to parks to the maximum extent 
feasible.  The parking needs of neighborhood businesses that rely on these lots should be 
addressed and parking replaced where necessary.  (Sector Plan at p. 133).

 Provide a compatible transition between higher density development along Wisconsin Avenue 
and the East Bethesda and Town of Chevy Chase neighborhoods.  (Sector Plan at p. 133).
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 Provide a green connector and a transition along the eastern edge of the Sector Plan area.  
(Sector Plan at p. 133)

 The greenway should be designed to accommodate elements such as tree canopy and vegetation; 
wide pathways; seating; stormwater management; and activity space, such as small play area, 
exercise stations and community gardens. (Sector Plan at p. 136).

 Activate ground floors of buildings facing onto the greenway, provide entries, articulate/step 
back upper floors and encourage balconies to ensure that the greenway facing façade is 
compatible with adjacent neighborhoods and is not designed as the back of the building. (Sector 
Plan at p. 136).

 Encourage a larger destination park adjacent to the Farm Women's Cooperative Market on 
Parking Lot 24 to provide green space and programming within a short walk of the future 
Metrorail station entrance and Purple Line station. (Sector Plan at p. 136).

 Allow structural parking to be building underneath the greenway or neighborhood green with 
sufficient soil depth for tree planting. (Sector Plan at p. 136).

Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10 are located within the Eastern Greenway District, and are subject to a 
variety of specific recommendations that are intended to guide the conversion of these existing County 
surface parking lots into parks and neighborhood greens.  Option A, which includes these County 
properties, has been designed to create these new parks and neighborhood greens to the maximum extent 
feasible while also providing a development program that is capable of creating the economic returns that 
are necessary to support constructing a major underground parking garage, and that addresses other 
Sector Plan objectives and County priorities.  Under Option A, the East Side Project would relocate 
existing public parking spaces underground, with portions of the new garage located beneath the 7121 
Wisconsin Avenue and Farm Women's Market Cooperative sites so that areas can be retained on the 
parking lot sites that have sufficient soil depth to accommodate large trees.  Parking Lot 24 would be 
converted into an active park setting with walks and paths that promote connectivity through and around 
the site, with additional activation provided by entries for the stand-alone retail pavilion, the new multi-
family residential building, and new townhouse units that will be provided with the East Side Project.  
Like the Farm Women's Cooperative Market, the park on Parking Lot 24 will have the ability to 
accommodate programmed events, resulting in an expanded civic green.  Parking Lot 10 will be a more
passive neighborhood green space that can be used for small scale gathering and recreation.  Both park 
spaces would feature a variety of trees, plantings and seating features, as well as other amenities, as 
recommended by the Sector Plan.    

E. Design Guidelines

The proposed Sketch Plan has also been designed to achieve general consistency with the Design 
Guidelines, which track the recommendations of the Sector Plan.  The Project will provide architecture 
that responds to the Design Guidelines, as described above.  Similarly, with respect to site design, the 
Project will provide new open spaces, landscaping and streetscaping that is consistent with the Design 
Guidelines in new "civic green"-like spaces, parks, neighborhood greens, and sidewalk areas. 

IV. ZONING ORDINANCE CONFORMANCE

A. Purposes

Section 59-4.5.1 of the Zoning Ordinance provides that the Commercial/Residential zones (including the 
CR and the CRT zones) are intended to permit a mixture of residential and nonresidential uses at varying 
densities and heights, in order to promote economically, environmentally, and socially sustainable 
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development patterns where people can live, work, recreate, and access services and amenities.  More 
specifically, Section 59-4.5.1.A lists the following intents and purposes:

(1) Implement the recommendations of applicable master plans;
(2) Target opportunities for redevelopment of single-use commercial areas and surface parking 

lots with a mix of uses;
(3) Encourage development that integrates a combination of housing types, mobility options, 

commercial services, and public facilities and amenities, where parking is prohibited between 
the building and the street;

(4) Allow a flexible mix of uses, densities, and building heights appropriate to various settings to 
ensure compatible relationships with adjoining neighborhoods;

(5) Integrate an appropriate balance of employment and housing opportunities; and
(6) Standardize optional method development by establishing minimum requirements for the 

provision of public benefits that will support and accommodate density above the standard 
method limit.

For the CRT Zone, Section 59-4.5.1.C provides the following additional intent:

The CRT Zone is intended for small downtown, mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented centers and edges 
of larger, more intensive downtowns.  Retail tenant ground floor footprints are limited to 
preserve the town center scale.  Transit options may include light rail, Metro, and bus.   

For the B Overlay Zone, Section 4.9.2.A states as follows:

The purpose of the B Overlay Zone is to implement the recommendations of the Bethesda 
Downtown Plan as it relates to density, building heights, affordable housing, parks, and design. 

As discussed in Section III above, the Project furthers the applicable general and specific goals, 
recommendations, and objectives of the Sector Plan and the Design Guidelines for the Properties.  The 
Project also satisfies the Zoning Ordinance requirements for development in the CR, CRT, and B Overlay 
Zones, as discussed below.  The Properties are predominantly improved with a collection of outdated 
commercial buildings and surface parking lots that are ripe for redevelopment.  Furthermore, the Sector 
Plan has created a new vision for this important node at Wisconsin Avenue and Bethesda Avenue and 
includes specific recommendations for transforming the Farm Women's Cooperative Market and, if 
possible, the existing County parking lots into a more vibrant "civic green"-like area, potentially including 
new parks and open spaces in the Eastern Greenway District.  The Sketch Plan embraces the objectives of 
the CR, CRT, and B Overlay Zones by providing two coordinated design alternatives that will allow for 
the comprehensive redevelopment of this area of Downtown Bethesda in accordance with the Sector Plan.  
Both options allow for the following zoning objectives to be achieved: (i) the integration of a combination 
of housing types (i.e., multi-family, townhouse, and affordable units) with commercial services, public 
facilities and amenities in proximity to existing and future transit infrastructure; (ii) the prohibition of 
parking between buildings and streets, with new buildings placed at the required build-to lines and 
parking provided in underground garages; (iii) a balance between new residential and commercial uses; 
and (iv) the provision of public benefits to support density above the standard method.  As outlined in the 
Public Benefit Points Analysis included with the Application and further described below, the Project will 
provide more than the minimum 100 required public benefit points.

The Project, as noted, will provide market-rate residential units in a variety of building types (i.e., multi-
family and townhouses) and unit types (one-, two-, and three-bedrooms), as well as 15 percent MPDUs, 
offering housing opportunities for a range of demographics and incomes proximate to the numerous 
transit options, employment opportunities, and attractions in Bethesda. The proposed retail uses on the 
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ground floor of the multi-family buildings and, potentially, additional retail space under Option A will 
provide an opportunity to enliven the area surrounding the entire Project, with building entrances placed 
to activate street frontages and new open spaces.  The Project facilitates improved pedestrian and 
vehicular circulation, and will provide streetscape improvements along the Property frontages on 
Bethesda, Wisconsin and Miller Avenues, Willow Lane and, potentially under Option A, 46th and Leland 
Streets.  Underground vehicular parking will be provided to meet market demands and, under Option A, 
to achieve the full relocation of the existing surface parking spaces on Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10.  
The Project does not propose any parking between the building and the street frontages.

With respect to maximum building heights, in accordance with the Sector Plan objectives described 
above, the Project proposes two tall, signature multi-family residential buildings with mixed-use space
(i.e., ground floor retail). The proposed building heights allow for architecture and densities that adhere
to the Sector Plan's vision for the physical form of development in Downtown Bethesda. Taller buildings 
and greater densities on Wisconsin Avenue, particularly near the future Metrorail station and Purple Line 
entrances, will allow lower densities to be placed elsewhere in Bethesda, including at transition areas 
along the eastern side of the Project. The Project is designed to complement existing buildings in the 
Wisconsin Avenue Corridor and Bethesda Row Districts, providing taller building masses along 
Wisconsin Avenue amidst other high- and mid-rise buildings in the area that are facilitated in part by the 
plans for the renovation of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market. The Project utilizes the FAR 
averaging and B Overlay Zone density provisions in order to provide more density along Wisconsin 
Avenue in accordance with the Sector Plan recommendations and, overall, will result in a vibrant mixed-
use development that significantly improves the streetscape and pedestrian environments.

In addition to helping to meet the need for housing in Downtown Bethesda, the Project will also provide 
new employment opportunities and, potentially, a destination retail pavilion adjacent to the revitalized 
Farm Women's Cooperative Market site.  New retail and commercial uses will be drawn to the transit-
oriented housing and significant open spaces that are proposed with the Project.  With respect to new 
employment opportunities, the Project will provide up to 42,500 square feet of retail space at the ground 
level of the new multi-family buildings and in the potential stand-alone retail pavilion under Option A, 
with the final amount determined by the market and specified at the time of Certified Site Plan. The 
mixed-use development will also help strengthen the lower part of the Wisconsin Avenue Corridor and 
Bethesda Row by attracting new residents and employees to patronize local businesses.

B. Optional Method Development – General Requirements

Section 59-4.5.4.A of the Zoning Ordinance lists the general requirements for development under the 
optional method in the CR and CRT zones.  The Sketch Plan meets all the general requirements, as 
follows:

i. Procedure for Approval.

The submittal of this Application and accompanying materials satisfies this requirement.  Following 
Sketch Plan review and approval, the Applicants will file Preliminary Plan and Site Plan applications, 
with each side of Wisconsin Avenue proceeding separately for those subsequent applications, in order to 
implement the approved Sketch Plan.

ii. Public Benefit Points and Categories.

The Sketch Plan application includes a preliminary Public Benefit Points Analysis that outlines how both 
of the coordinated design alternatives for the optional method redevelopment of the Properties will 
achieve public benefits points in order to realize the maximum permitted density on the Property.  The 
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Project is anticipated to provide in excess of the minimum 100 public benefit points required from at least 
four benefit categories, as outlined in the Public Benefit Points Analysis included with the Application.  
All public benefits will comply with the specifications prescribed by the CR Zone Incentive Density 
Implementation Guidelines, and will be further detailed and refined at the time of Site Plans.14

The anticipated preliminary public benefits points that will be achieved include the following: 

                                                          
14The Public Benefit Points Analysis is a work-in-progress and the points will be further updated and refined at the 
time of Site Plans.
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iii. Building Type.  

The Project proposes multi-use, townhouse, and general building types, as defined in Section 59-4.1.6 of 
the Zoning Ordinance.  Section 59-4.5.4.A.3 notes that all building types allowed in the Zoning 
Ordinance are allowed in the CR and CRT zones under the optional method of development.

iv. Compatibility Standards.

Section 59-4.1.8.A contains setback compatibility standards, and Section 59-4.1.8.B contains height 
compatibility standards.  However, Section 59-4.1.8.A only applies to CR- and CRT-zoned properties that 
abut land in an Agricultural, Rural Residential, or Residential zone that is vacant or improved with an 
agricultural or residential use, and that proposes development of an apartment, multi-use, or general 
building type.  None of the Properties abut land of this type.  Section 59-4.1.8.B applies to CR- and CRT-
zoned properties that abut or confront land that is vacant or improved with an agricultural or residential 
use, and that propose development of any building type.  Here, under Option A, the portions of the East 
Side Project located on Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10 will confront land in the R-60 residential zone
across 46th Street and Willow Lane.  As such, the building heights for development on Parking Lot 24 and 
Parking Lot 10 would be subject to a 45 degree angular plane that would be measured from 35 feet (i.e.,
the height allowed for a detached house in the confronting R-60 zone) at the front or side street setback 
line.  The development standards tables for the Sketch Plan confirm that the East Side Project under 
Option A has been designed to comply with this angular plane requirement for Parking Lot 24 and 
Parking Lot 10.

C. Optional Method Development – Development Standards

Section 59-4.5.4.B of the Zoning Ordinance lists the standards applicable to development under the 
optional method in the CR and CRT zones.  The Sketch Plan complies with these development standards, 
as described and delineated below and in the referenced development standards tables.

i. Open Space.

The net site area of the Properties is approximately 196,346 square feet and the Properties front on four or 
more rights-of-way.  Therefore, 10 percent of the net lot area is required to be provided as public open 
space.  The Public Open Space Exhibit submitted with the Applications demonstrates that at least 10 
percent public open space will be provided for the Properties, with final open space to be provided to be 
determined at the time of each applicable Site Plan.

ii. Lot, Density, and Height.

The Project utilizes the optional method of development and proposes to develop the Properties with up 
to approximately 2.51 FAR overall under Option A, with up to approximately 2.36 FAR (i.e., 620
dwelling units) in overall residential use and up to approximately 0.15 FAR in overall non-residential use.  
Under Option B, up to approximately 5.06 FAR overall would be provided on the entire site (excluding 
Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10), with up to approximately 4.90 FAR (i.e., 230 dwelling units) in 
overall residential use and up to approximately 0.16 FAR in overall non-residential use.   Both Option A 
and Option B will comply with the maximum heights permitted for the Properties under the mapped 
zoning and the Sector Plan.

\
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iii. Placement.

Section 59-4.5.4.B.3 provides that setbacks for principal buildings, accessory structures, and parking are 
to be established by the site plan approval process.  As noted, the Project proposes generous sidewalks 
along Wisconsin, Bethesda, and Miller Avenues, Willow Lane and, potentially, along 46th Street and 
Leland Street, but these and other relevant features will be detailed at the time of Site Plans.

iv. Form.

Section 59-4.5.4.B.4 provides that form standards are established by the Site Plan approval process and 
must address, at a minimum, transparency, blank walls, and active entrances.  While the Project proposes 
significant glass features at the ground-floor level for transparency as well as activating features on the 
ground-floor level, all of these features will be detailed at the time of Site Plans.
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V. FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL

Section 59-7.3.3.E of the Zoning Ordinance sets forth the findings that the Planning Board must make to 
approve a Sketch Plan application.  As described herein below, the proposed Project – under either Option 
A or Option B – will satisfy each applicable requirement listed in Section 59-7.3.3.E.  

(1) [The Sketch Plan must] meet the objectives, general requirements, and standards of this 
Chapter;

The Project complies with all specific requirements applicable to optional method development in the CR
and CRT zones, and with the specific requirements for development in the B Overlay Zone.  The specific 
requirements – and the Project's conformance thereto – have been described in Section IV herein.  

(2) [The Sketch Plan must]substantially conform with the recommendations of the applicable 
master plan;

As discussed in detail above in Section III, the Sketch Plan fulfills the Sector Plan's recommendations for 
the Properties and for the surrounding areas.

(3) [The Sketch Plan must] satisfy under Section 7.7.1.B.5 the binding elements of any
development plan or schematic development plan in effect on October 29, 2014;

There is no approved development plan or schematic development plan for the Properties, and therefore 
this requirement is inapplicable.

(4) [F]or a property where the zoning classification on October 29, 2014 was the result of a 
Local Map Amendment, the Sketch Plan [must satisfy] any green area requirement in effect 
on October 29, 2014; any green area under this provision includes and is not in addition to 
any open space requirement of the property's zoning on October 30, 2014;

The zoning on the Properties on October 29, 2014 was not the result of a Local Map Amendment, and 
therefore this requirement is inapplicable.

(5) [The Sketch Plan must] achieve compatible internal and external relationships between 
existing and pending nearby development;

The Project proposes two separate coordinated design alternatives, both of which have been designed to 
achieve compatible internal and external relationships with existing and future development on- and off-
site.  Both options propose the development of signature, high-rise, mixed-use buildings (i.e., multi-
family residential over ground floor retail) that will provide significant housing amenities in close 
proximity to the future entrances to the Bethesda Metrorail and Purple Line stations, in furtherance of the 
Sector Plan's vision for the Wisconsin Avenue Corridor District.  These buildings will complement the 
character of nearby buildings in the Wisconsin Avenue Corridor District, Bethesda Row District, and 
Eastern Greenway Districts, providing high quality architecture that conforms with the applicable height 
limitations of the various zones that apply to the Properties and that includes features that will achieve the 
minimum public benefit points that are required in the B Overlay Zone for exceptional design.  In 
addition, the Project proposes to revitalize the Farm Women's Cooperative Market, provide improved 
streetscape along all frontages and, under Option A, create new public park and open spaces, a stand-
alone retail pavilion that is anticipated to be a major community attraction, and townhomes.  All of these 
features will result in a vibrant, coordinated mixed-use development that provides vital sidewalk and 
pedestrian improvements to facilitate meaningful connections within the overall Project and with the 
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surrounding areas, while also creating appropriate transitions to areas outside of the Wisconsin Avenue 
Corridor.  The landscaping, streetscaping, parking, and loading/service areas have been appropriately 
selected for this prominent intersection of two of Downtown Bethesda's main arteries/thoroughfares that 
is also in very close proximity to single-family residences in the Town of Chevy Chase.  

(6) [The Sketch Plan must] provide satisfactory general vehicular, pedestrian, and bicyclist 
access, circulation, parking, and loading;

The Applicants' consultants have carefully studied the site circulation, parking, and loading aspects of the 
overall Project and have determined that these elements of the Sketch Plan will be satisfactory.  All of the 
parking for the Project is proposed to be located underground, under both design alternatives.15  The
vehicular access for the West Side Project, including the entrance to the underground structured parking 
garage and the immediately adjacent loading and service access, will be from Miller Avenue, allowing the 
public frontage along Wisconsin Avenue and Bethesda Avenue to remain pedestrian in nature.  With 
Option A, the garage and loading functions for the East Side Project would be accommodated via 
vehicular entrances on Leland Street and Willow Lane. Under the Option B design alternative, vehicular 
access (i.e., ingress and egress) for the 7121 Option B Project and for the Farm Women's Cooperative 
Market building will be provided at the existing curb cut on Wisconsin Avenue via the shared woonerf
feature connecting to Willow Lane.  Parking and loading for the 7121 Option B Project will be 
accommodated in the underground garage, and loading functions for the Farm Women's Cooperative 
Market building will be facilitated via the woonerf.  

With respect to pedestrian and bicycle access and circulation, the Project will provide streetscaping along 
all of the frontages of the Properties to improve the public realm and will create new internal connections 
through the Farm Women's Cooperative Market (including the shared-use woonerf) and, potentially, 
through the Eastern Greenway to dramatically enhance the experiences of pedestrians and bicyclists at 
this prominent location in Downtown Bethesda.  Entrances for the proposed buildings will be placed to 
engage with these upgraded frontages and open spaces and bicycle parking will be provided in 
accordance with Zoning Ordinance requirements to facilitate pedestrian and cyclist activities.  

(7) [The Sketch Plan must] propose an outline of public benefits that supports the requested 
incentive density and is appropriate for the specific community; and

As noted, the Project is anticipated to provide at least the minimum 100 public benefit points required, as 
outlined in the Public Benefit Points Analysis included with the Application and described in detail 
above. This will be updated and refined at the time of Site Plans.

(8) [The Sketch Plan must] establish a feasible and appropriate phasing plan for all structures, 
uses, rights-of-way, sidewalks, dedications, public benefits, and future preliminary and site 
plan applications.

The Sketch Plan proposes two alternate, coordinated design approaches for the redevelopment of the 
Properties, both of which involve the revitalization of the Farm Women's Cooperative Market and one of 
which – Option A – requires MCDOT, Columbia Realty, and its affiliates to enter into a GDA for the 
redevelopment of Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10.  As stated above, a joint Sketch Plan has been 
proposed for this initial phase of review in order to: (i) facilitate a comprehensive planned approach for 

                                                          
15 Final determinations concerning the number of parking spaces, bike storage spaces, and loading spaces for the 
development on the East Side Properties and the West Side Properties will be confirmed at the time of the 
Preliminary Plans and Site Plans for those respective portions of the Project, with the final count to be established at 
the time of Certified Site Plans.  
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the redevelopment of this critical intersection of Wisconsin and Bethesda Avenues, where future 
development will frame the Farm Women's Cooperative Market; (ii) allow the Joint Venture formed
between the Columbia Realty and WAP-FP to facilitate the sharing of expenses associated with the 
extensive improvements associated with the Farm Women's Cooperative Market revitalization between 
two private development projects; and (iii) allow the Applicants to utilize excess, unused density on the 
Farm Women's Cooperative Market to fill up the maximum building height permitted for 7121 Wisconsin 
Avenue and the West Side Properties and to share public benefit points for work on the Farm Women's 
Cooperative Market site. However, because of the complexities involved with the redevelopment of the 
Farm Women's Cooperative Site and, potentially, also on the County parking lots, there is a need for each 
component of the overall Project on either side of Wisconsin Avenue to be independently viable from a 
financing perspective, and to be able to proceed irrespective of the timing of the other component. Thus, 
the Applicants intend to implement the Project via separate Preliminary Plan and Site Plan applications 
for the East Side Properties and the West Side Properties.  

This separation of the Properties via future Preliminary Plans and Site Plans provides useful flexibility for 
the Project to be developed incrementally, should the overall development be unable to proceed all at 
once.  Additionally, this separation allows the Planning Board to establish separate conditions of approval 
for the West Side Project and for the East Side Project, to the extent particular conditions for each 
component of the Project are warranted.  At the same time, with respect to phasing, it is anticipated that 
the West Side Project will be developed in a single phase.  Should development of the East Side Project 
need to occur in phases due to logistical complexities associated with the proposed work on the Farm 
Women's Cooperative Market site and on the County surface parking lots (which are in active use), 
details for any phasing of the East Side Project would be presented at the time of Preliminary Plan and 
Site Plan review for that component of the Project.  

V. MANDATORY REFERRAL

As noted above, portions of the East Side Project under Option A will be located within the boundaries of 
Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10, which are County-owned properties.  Therefore, MCDOT intends to 
submit an application for Mandatory Referral review in the near future, after MCDOT, Columbia Realty, 
and its affiliates have entered into a GDA for the redevelopment of the parking lots and specific 
development plans for the surface parking lots have been sufficiently detailed.  

When the Mandatory Referral application is actually submitted, the 2008 Montgomery County 
Department of Park and Planning Uniform Standards for Mandatory Referral Review (the "Uniform 
Standards") will provide guidance for the Planning Board's review.  The Uniform Standards specifically 
recommend consideration of the land use and planning aspects identified in this Section (which, to a 
significant degree, overlap with the criteria that are reviewed with Sketch Plan applications).  

At this preliminary juncture, the Applicants believe that the Project will conform with the land use and 
planning aspects of the Uniform Standards at the time of Mandatory Referral review, to the extent that 
such aspects are applicable or relevant to the Project.  The applicable land use and planning aspects of the 
Uniform Standards include the following: 

A. Master Plan Conformance 

The Project has been designed to achieve consistency with the Sector Plan and other applicable plans, as 
discussed in Section III above.
      

B. Zoning Ordinance Conformance
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The Project is consistent with the intent and the requirements of the zones in which it is located as 
described in Section IV above, including applicable development standards. 

C. Neighborhood Compatibility

The various elements of the proposed Project have been designed to achieve compatibility with 
surrounding neighborhoods and properties with respect to size, shape, scale, height, arrangement and 
design of structures as described throughout Sections II, III, and IV above. 

D. Adequacy, Safety and Efficiency of Site Design

The locations of all buildings and structures, open spaces, landscaping, recreation facilities, and 
pedestrian and vehicular circulation systems will be adequate, safe, and efficient, as described in Section 
II and throughout this Statement.  The adequacy, safety, and efficiency of the final site designs for the 
separate components of the Project will be verified at the time of Site Plans.    

E. Compliance with County Code Chapters 22A and 19

With respect to the forest conservation requirements of Chapter 22A, NRI/FSD applications (MNCPPC 
Plan Numbers 420190570 and 420190620) have been filed in support of the referenced Sketch Plan, as 
required.  With respect to compliance with the erosion, sediment control, and stormwater management 
requirements of Chapter 19, "ESD to the MEP" is proposed to be achieved through several treatment 
methods for the redevelopment project.  The proposed development will utilize green roof and micro-
bioretention planter boxes to treat runoff from the proposed buildings and surrounding improvements.  
The treated water will then be conveyed via onsite storm drains to the public storm drain system.  There 
will also be significant reduction of existing impervious area proposed with the creation of new "civic 
green"-like spaces, parks, neighborhood greenways, and other landscaping elements.  Alternative 
stormwater management measures, such as storm filters or other acceptable practices, will be utilized to 
capture and treat the remaining ESD volume.  

F. Water Quality Plan Compliance

The Properties are not located within a Special Protection Area, and no Preliminary or Final Water 
Quality Plans are required for evaluation.  

G. Necessity for Park Use 

This aspect of the Uniform Standards pertains to proposals for dispositions of school sites and, therefore, 
is not applicable to the subject Mandatory Referral for the Project.  However, as noted above, the 
Applicants have specifically proposed the Option A alternative to convert the existing surface parking lots 
on Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10 into new parks and neighborhood greens in accordance with the 
recommendations of the approved Sector Plan.  

VI. COMMUNITY OUTREACH

To date, the Applicants have made substantial efforts to engage the local community in the Project.  The 
Applicants held the required pre-submission meeting for the Project at Bethesda-Chevy Chase High 
School on Thursday, October 4, 2018.  This meeting was preceded by informal meetings with Staff of the 
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Planning Department and other County agencies, the Bethesda Design Advisory Panel, the Bethesda 
Downtown Implementation Advisory Committee, and others early in the planning process at the time of 
Concept Plan review.  The Applicants also participated in several informal meetings with representatives 
of the Town of Chevy Chase, MCDOT, Montgomery Parks, the Planning Department and other 
stakeholders prior to the submission of this Sketch Plan.  The Applicants anticipate that additional 
meetings with stakeholders will be arranged to continue discussions about the Project over the coming 
months as specific details continue to be refined.    

VII. CONCLUSION

In summary, this Sketch Plan provides two coordinated design alternatives for transforming the subject 
Properties – i.e., 7121 Wisconsin Avenue, the West Side Properties, the Farm Women's Cooperative 
Market and, potentially, Parking Lot 24 and Parking Lot 10 – in a manner that fulfills the vision and 
recommendations of the Sector Plan for this prominent location in the Wisconsin Avenue Corridor, 
Bethesda Row and, potentially, the Eastern Greenway districts.  Under both alternatives, the proposed 
Project will provide new multi-family residential buildings with ground floor retail, below-grade parking, 
and related site amenities that will provide desirable new transit-accessible housing options in the CBD.  
At the same time, for the Farm Women's Cooperative Market, both alternatives will allow the Applicants
to facilitate the creation of a new "civic green"-like space that will become a new activity center for all of 
Bethesda.  Finally, in the event that it becomes possible to implement Option A, the Project will also 
allow the existing County surface parking lots to be converted into the Eastern Greenway.  For all of these 
reasons, the Project presents a rare and exciting opportunity to simultaneously advance multiple Sector 
Plan objectives for multiple sites and Districts in a coordinated manner, and the Applicants look forward 
to working with the Planning Department and related agencies to refine the details of the Project over the 
coming months.
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SCALE : 1” = 30’-0”

SE Aerial view

NE Aerial view

7121 ONLY - ROOF LEVEL

EAST SIDE OPTION B

NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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SCALE : 1” = 30’-0”

EAST SIDE OPTION B

NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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7121 WEST-EAST SECTION

SCALE : 1” = 30’-0”

EAST SIDE OPTION B

NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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7126 NE AERIAL VIEW
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NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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7126 SE AERIAL VIEW

WEST SIDE 

NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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BETHESDA MARKET  

WISCONSIN AVENUE

BETHESDA AVENUE

WEST SIDE 

WISCONSIN AVENUE

BETHESDA AVENUE

DESIGN GUIDELINE VS. PROPOSED MASSING DIAGRAMS

STEPBACKS FROM DESIGN GUIDELINES 5’ STEPBACKS PROPOSED MASSING & 45’ TOWER SEPERATION

•	 Tower	 is	setback	5’-0”	 to	8’-0”	 from	the	base	(in	 lieu	of	 10’	suggested)	at	Bethesda	and	
Wisconsin,	which	allows	for	a	clear	separation	between	the	tower	and	the	base,	and	allows	
plenty	of	room	for	the	street	tree	canopy.

•	 No	setback	exists	along	Miller	(15’-0”	suggested)	due	to	the	fact	Miller	operates	more	as	an	
alley	for	parking	and	loading	functions	rather	than	a	pedestrian	circulation	route.

•	 In	lieu	of	a	22’-6”	tower	separation	at	the	western	lot	line,	we	are	providing	a	light	court	and	
lot	line	windows.	Our	building	separation	from	the	existing	tower	to	the	west	(The	Seasons)	
meets	the	required	separation,	and	the	parcel	directly	adjacent	our	site	is	not	conducive	to	a	
future	tower	due	to	the	parcel	dimension	being	not	viable	to	design	a	functional	and	efficient	
residential,	office,	or	parking	structure.

NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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BETHESDA MARKET  WEST SIDE 

DESIGN GUIDELINE VS. PROPOSED MASSING DIAGRAMS

STEPBACKS FROM DESIGN GUIDELINES 5’ STEPBACKS PROPOSED MASSING & 45’ TOWER SEPERATION

•	 Tower	 is	setback	5’-0”	 to	8’-0”	 from	the	base	(in	 lieu	of	 10’	suggested)	at	Bethesda	and	
Wisconsin,	which	allows	for	a	clear	separation	between	the	tower	and	the	base,	and	allows	
plenty	of	room	for	the	street	tree	canopy.

•	 No	setback	exists	along	Miller	(15’-0”	suggested)	due	to	the	fact	Miller	operates	more	as	an	
alley	for	parking	and	loading	functions	rather	than	a	pedestrian	circulation	route.

•	 In	lieu	of	a	22’-6”	tower	separation	at	the	western	lot	line,	we	are	providing	a	light	court	and	
lot	line	windows.	Our	building	separation	from	the	existing	tower	to	the	west	(The	Seasons)	
meets	the	required	separation,	and	the	parcel	directly	adjacent	our	site	is	not	conducive	to	a	
future	tower	due	to	the	parcel	dimension	being	not	viable	to	design	a	functional	and	efficient	
residential,	office,	or	parking	structure.

NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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PROJECT SITE
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LOT 24

NORTHERN ELEVATION

70’ ALLOWABLE

200’ ALLOWABLE

110’ ALLOWABLE

65’ ALLOWABLE

175’ ALLOWABLE

225’ ALLOWABLE

WEST SIDE WEST SIDE 

NOTES:
All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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225’ ALLOWABLE 250’ ALLOWABLE

295’ ALLOWABLE
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WEST SIDE 

NOTES:
All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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BETHESDA MARKET  

7126 ILLUSTRATIVE ELEVATION

EAST ELEVATION NORTH ELEVATION

SCALE : 1” = 50’-0”

NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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BETHESDA MARKET  

7126 ILLUSTRATIVE ELEVATION

WEST ELEVATIONSOUTH ELEVATION

SCALE : 1” = 50’-0”

NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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BETHESDA MARKET  

SCALE : 1” = 20’-0”

SW Aerial view

NE Aerial view

7126 SITE PLAN

WEST SIDE 

NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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BETHESDA MARKET  

SCALE : 1” = 20’-0”

SW Aerial view

NE Aerial view

7126 GROUND FLOOR

WEST SIDE 

NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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BETHESDA MARKET  

SCALE : 1” = 20’-0”

7126 TYPICAL HIGH RISE

SW Aerial view

NE Aerial view

WEST SIDE 

NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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BETHESDA MARKET  

SCALE : 1” = 20’-0”

7126 TYPICAL HIGH RISE

SW Aerial view

NE Aerial view

WEST SIDE 

NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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BETHESDA MARKET  

SCALE : 1” = 20’-0”

7126 ROOF LEVEL

SW Aerial view

NE Aerial view

WEST SIDE 

NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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BETHESDA MARKET  

7126 TYPICAL PARKING

SCALE : 1” = 20’-0”

WEST SIDE 

NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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BETHESDA MARKET  

7126 SECTION

SCALE : 1” = 30’-0”

WEST SIDE 

NOTES:
1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and 
only represent the proposed development in an illustrative interpretation.
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GRAPHIC SCALE

1 INCH = 100 FT

NOTES:

1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and only represent the proposed development in an
illustrative interpretation.

2. The final phasing, building dimensions, height, density and development standards shall be determined at
Site Plan approval.

3. The final building uses and programming shall be determined at Site Plan application.

4. The maximum density and heights for the property pursuant to the Bethesda Overlay Plan, CR and CRT
Zones.

SKETCH PLAN ELEMENTS:

1. The proposed development is limited to a combined 275,368 gross square feet of commercial and
residential development including associated amenities.
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SKETCH PLAN - Option B - East Side

GRAPHIC SCALE

1 INCH = 100 FT

LEGEND

PROPOSED BUILDING

PROPOSED PAVEMENT EDGE

PROPERTY BOUNDARY

PROPOSED PAVEMENT

PROPOSED RETAINING WALL

NOTES:

1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and only represent the proposed development in an illustrative
interpretation.

2. The final phasing, building dimensions, height, density and development standards shall be determined at Site Plan
approval.

3. The final building uses and programming shall be determined at Site Plan application.

4. The maximum density and heights for the property pursuant to the Bethesda Overlay Plan, CR Zone.

SKETCH PLAN ELEMENTS:

1. The proposed development is limited to a combined 74,338 gross square feet of commercial and residential development
including associated amenities.
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7126 WISCONSIN PROJECT DATA TABLE

ZONE: CR-3.0, C-3.0, R-2.75, H-225; CR-3.0, C-3.0, R-2.75, H-200 (4705 MILLER AVENUE)

PERMITTED/REQUIRED PER ZONING ORDINANCE
OPTIONAL METHOD SECTION 59.4.5.4 PROPOSED

A.  TRACT AREA - 31,874 SF / 0.73 AC.

       PRIOR DEDICATIONS - 13,348  SF / 0.31 AC.

       PROPOSED DEDICATIONS - 1,907 SF /  0.044 AC.

B.  LOT AREA - 16,619 SF / 0.38 AC.

C.  PUBLIC OPEN SPACE 0% 10% ****

D.  MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT 225 FEET 225 FEET*
E. FLOOR AREA RATIO (FAR)
          (FAR = GFA/ TRACT AREA) N/A *** OVERALL FAR: 9.02

TOTAL BUILDING GFA = 287,500 **
F. MODERATELY PRICED DWELLING UNITS 15% 15%

G. MIN. BUILDING SETBACKS (TBD DURING SITE PLAN PROCESS) 0 FEET

H. PARKING (TBD DURING SITE PLAN PROCESS) TBD AT SITE PLAN

*MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT ON THE 4705 MILLER AVENUE PORTION IS 200 FEET.
** FINAL DENSITY, HEIGHT, AND DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS WILL BE DETERMINED AT SITE PLAN
*** APPLICANT WILL UTILIZE THE FAR AVERAGING AND BOZ DENSITY POOL PROVISIONS TO FILL UP THE
HEIGHT AND BUILDING ENVELOPE PROPOSED.

5 October 2018 Sketch Plan Submission
Bethesda Market   320190030

16701 MELFORD BLVD., SUITE 310 BOWIE, MD 20715
PHONE: (301) 809-4500  FAX: (301) 809-4501 

TM

SKETCH PLAN
#320190030

1"= 40'

0 40102040
**** GIVEN THE SIZE OF THE PROPERTY (LESS THAN 1/2 ACRE)
AND THAT IT FRONTS ON THREE RIGHTS-OF-WAY, 0% PUBLIC
OPEN SPACE IS REQUIRED TO BE PROVIDED. HOWEVER, IN
COMBINATION WITH THE EAST SIDE PROPERTIES AS PART OF
THIS SKETCH PLAN APPLICATION, BASED ON THE SIZE OF THE
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NOTES:

1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and only represent the proposed
development in an illustrative interpretation.

2. The final phasing, building dimensions, height, density and development standards shall
be determined at Site Plan approval.

3. The final building uses and programming shall be determined at Site Plan application.

4. The maximum density and heights for the property pursuant to the Bethesda Overlay
Plan, CR and CRT Zones.
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NOTES:

1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and only represent the proposed
development in an illustrative interpretation.

2. The final phasing, building dimensions, height, density and development standards shall
be determined at Site Plan approval.

3. The final building uses and programming shall be determined at Site Plan application.

4. The maximum density and heights for the property pursuant to the Bethesda Overlay
Plan, CR and CRT Zones.
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VEHICULAR CIRCULATION - Option A - East Side

NOTES:

1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and only represent the proposed
development in an illustrative interpretation.

2. The final phasing, building dimensions, height, density and development standards shall
be determined at Site Plan approval.

3. The final building uses and programming shall be determined at Site Plan application.

4. The maximum density and heights for the property pursuant to the Bethesda Overlay
Plan, CR and CRT Zones.
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NOTES:

1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and only represent the proposed
development in an illustrative interpretation.

2. The final phasing, building dimensions, height, density and development standards shall
be determined at Site Plan approval.

3. The final building uses and programming shall be determined at Site Plan application.

4. The maximum density and heights for the property pursuant to the Bethesda Overlay
Plan, CR and CRT Zones.
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PEDESTRIAN-BIKE CIRCULATION EXHIBIT - Option A - East Side

NOTES:

1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and only represent the proposed
development in an illustrative interpretation.

2. The final phasing, building dimensions, height, density and development standards shall
be determined at Site Plan approval.

3. The final building uses and programming shall be determined at Site Plan application.

4. The maximum density and heights for the property pursuant to the Bethesda Overlay
Plan, CR and CRT Zones.
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NOTES:

1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and only represent the proposed
development in an illustrative interpretation.

2. The final phasing, building dimensions, height, density and development standards shall
be determined at Site Plan approval.

3. The final building uses and programming shall be determined at Site Plan application.

4. The maximum density and heights for the property pursuant to the Bethesda Overlay
Plan, CR and CRT Zones.
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LOADING EXHIBIT - Option A - East Side

NOTES:

1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and only represent the proposed
development in an illustrative interpretation.

2. The final phasing, building dimensions, height, density and development standards shall
be determined at Site Plan approval.

3. The final building uses and programming shall be determined at Site Plan application.

4. The maximum density and heights for the property pursuant to the Bethesda Overlay
Plan, CR and CRT Zones.
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NOTES:

1. All Sketch Plan Drawings and Exhibits are conceptual and only represent the proposed
development in an illustrative interpretation.

2. The final phasing, building dimensions, height, density and development standards shall
be determined at Site Plan approval.

3. The final building uses and programming shall be determined at Site Plan application.

4. The maximum density and heights for the property pursuant to the Bethesda Overlay
Plan, CR and CRT Zones.
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